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Abstract

This thesis studies optical fiber lasers for microwave photonics appli-
cations. Performance of traditional electronics counterparts turns out to
be limited for high frequencies ranging tens of GHz. In this context, op-
tics has found potential application to contribute towards the extension
of microwave system features. In particular, fiber lasers have shown to
be cost-effective reliable sources which are gaining increasing interest as
a compact solution in comparison with solid-state lasers. The aim of this
thesis is the design, fabrication and characterization of compact fiber laser
optical sources for microwave photonics applications such as microwave-
millimeter wave generation and photonic-assisted analog to digital con-
version.

A tunable dual-wavelength distributed feedback (DFB) fiber laser for
continuous wave microwave generation by photomixing is presented. A
fiber Bragg grating written in an erbium–doped fiber with two induced
phase shifts constitutes the laser cavity. The dynamic wavelength differ-
ence tunability is achieved through two piezoelectric actuators controlled
by a DC voltage source. After photodetection of the dual-wavelength laser
output, a microwave signal with a continuously 0.12-7 GHz tuning range
is photogenerated. The tuning range is ultimately limited by the grating
spectral bandwidth. A second configuration of the dual-wavelength DFB
fiber laser is studied to further increase the tuning range. Implementing
two DFB cavities with different Bragg wavelengths in the same erbium-
doped fiber allows a more versatile control of the single longitudinal mode
emission frequencies. A photogenerated millimeter signal of tunable fre-
quency from 0.72 to 92 GHz is obtained from an extremely compact and
simple fiber laser.

We also propose different mode-locked fiber lasers for photonic-assisted
analog to digital conversion. Active and passive mode-locking techniques
are studied in erbium-doped fiber cavities to satisfy target specifications
in terms of pulse repetition frequency, pulse width and time jitter. The
harmonically active mode-locking is carried out through high bandwidth
optical Mach-Zehnder modulators inserted in the cavity, while semicon-
ductor saturable absorbers were used for passive mode-locking. The use of
intracavity polarizing fibers is also explored: control of the mode-locking
operation regime is demonstrated via polarization state adjustment. Rep-
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etition rates of tens of GHz, subpicosecond pulsewidths and time jitters
below 180 fs have been accomplished through the different mode-locking
approaches.

Apart from semiconductor saturable absorbers, single-walled carbon
nanotubes have shown ultrafast optical nonlinearities suitable for passive
mode-locking. Fiber lasers passively mode-locked using carbon nanotubes
as saturable absorbers are being proposed in the last years, and great
effort is dedicated to implement nanotubes saturable absorbers in fiber
lasers. The thesis also deals with the study of a new approach to deposit
carbon nanotubes in optical fibers, in which tilted fiber Bragg gratings
are used to enable optical light to interact with the nanotubes. Ultrafast
optical switching is demonstrated using such carbon nanotube-based fiber
device.
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Resumen

Esta tesis estudia los láseres de fibra óptica para su inclusión en apli-
caciones de fotónica de microondas. Las prestaciones de la tecnoloǵıa
electrónica en estas aplicaciones están limitadas para frecuencias de tra-
bajo de decenas de GHz. En este contexto, la tecnoloǵıa óptica ha encon-
trado aplicaciones potenciales con el fin de extender las especificaciones
de sistemas de microondas tradicionales. En particular, los láseres de fi-
bra se presentan como fuentes ópticas fiables de coste reducido las cuales
están ganando interés como soluciones compactas en comparación con
láseres de estado sólido. El objetivo de esta tesis es el diseño, fabricación
y caracterización de láseres de fibra como fuentes ópticas compactas con
aplicaciones de fotónica de microondas, como son la generación de ondas
en la banda de microondas-milimétricas y la conversión analógico-digital
asistida ópticamente.

En esta tesis se presenta el desarrollo de un láser de fibra de re-
alimentación distribuida capaz de emitir en dos longitudes de onda en
régimen continuo para la generación de señales de microondas por fo-
tomezclado. La cavidad óptica está constituida por una red de difracción
de Bragg grabada en una fibra dopada con erbio, en la que se aplican
dos desfases puntuales. La sintonización dinámica de la diferencia de fre-
cuencia de los dos modos emitidos se lleva a cabo mediante el empleo
de dos actuadores piezoeléctricos controlados por una fuente de tensión
continua. Tras la fotodetección de la salida del láser se obtiene una señal
de microondas con un rango de sintonización continuo de 0.12-7 GHz. La
máxima frecuencia de sintonización viene limitada por el ancho de banda
espectral de la red de difracción. Por ello, se ha estudiado una segunda con-
figuración del láser con el fin de incrementar el rango de sintonización. La
implementación de dos cavidades de realimentación distribuida con difer-
entes frecuencias de emisión en la misma fibra dopada permite un control
más versátil de las frecuencias de emisión de ambos modos ópticos. Esta
fuente altamente compacta y sencilla es capaz de proporcionar una señal
fotogenerada con un rango de sintonización de 0.72 a 92 GHz.

También se proponen distintos láseres de fibra pulsados mode-locked
para aplicaciones de conversión analógico-digital asistida ópticamente. Se
han estudiado diferentes técnicas activas y pasivas de mode-locking en
láseres de fibra dopadas con erbio orientadas a cumplir requerimientos
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en términos de frecuencia de repetición, ancho temporal de pulso y ruido
jitter. El diseño activo de mode-locking armónico se ha llevado a cabo me-
diante moduladores ópticos de gran ancho de banda en la cavidad óptica,
mientras que para el mode-locking pasivo se han empleado absorbentes
saturables de semiconductor. También se ha explorado el uso de fibras
polarizadoras, y se ha demostrado la posibilidad de control del régimen
mode-locking a través del ajuste de estado polarización. Los diferentes es-
quemas de mode-locking han permitido obtener frecuencias de repetición
de decenas de GHz, anchos de pulso por debajo del picosegundo y ruidos
jitter inferiores a 180 fs.

Aparte de los absorbentes saturables de semiconductor, nanotubos
de carbono monocapa han mostrado unas propiedades no lineales ul-
trarrápidas adecuadas para láseres mode-locked pasivos. En los últimos
años se han propuesto láseres de fibra mode-locked pasivos los cuales em-
plean nanotubos de carbono como absorbente saturable, invirtiendo un
gran esfuerzo en la integración de estos nanotubos en cavidades de fibra
óptica. La tesis también trata sobre el estudio de una nueva técnica para la
inclusión de nanotubos de carbono en fibras ópticas, en la cual se hace uso
de redes de difracción de Bragg inclinadas para posibilitar la interacción
de la luz con los nanotubos. Empleando este dispositivo se ha demostrado
efectos de conmutación óptica ultrarrápida gracias a la no linealidad de
los nanotubos.
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Resum

Esta tesi estudia els làsers de fibra òptica per a aplicacions de fotònica
de microones. Les prestacions de la tecnologia electrònica en estes aplica-
cions estan limitades per a freqüències de treball de desenes de GHz. En
este context, la tecnologia òptica ha trobat aplicacions potencials amb la fi-
nalitat d’estendre les especificacions de sistemes de microones tradicionals.
Particularment, els làsers de fibra es presenten com a fonts òptiques fi-
ables de cost redüıt, les quals estan guanyant interès com a solucions
compactes en comparació amb els làsers d’estat sòlid. L’objectiu d’esta
tesi es el disseny, fabricació i caracterització de làsers de fibra com a fonts
òptiques compactes amb aplicacions de fotònica de microones, com son
la generació d’ones a la banda de microones-mil·limètriques i la conversió
analògic-digital assistida òpticament.

En esta tesi es presenta el desenvolupament d’un làser de fibra de re-
alimentació distribüıda capaç d’emetre en dos longituds d’ona en règim
continu per a la generació de senyals de microones per fotomesclat. La cav-
itat òptica està constitüıda per una xarxa de difracció de Bragg gravada en
una fibra dopada amb erbi, en la qual s’apliquen dos desfasaments puntu-
als. La sintonització dinàmica de la diferència de freqüència dels dos modes
emesos es porta a terme mitjançant l’ús de dos actuadors piezoelèctrics
controlats per una font de tensió cont́ınua. Després de la fotodetecció de la
eixida del làser s’obté un senyal de microones amb un rang de sintonització
continu de 0.12 a 7 GHz. La màxima freqüència de sintonització ve limi-
tada per l’ample de banda espectral de la xarxa de difracció. Per això s’ha
estudiat una segona configuració del làser amb la finalitat d’incrementar
el rang de sintonització. L’ implementació de dos cavitats de realimentació
distribüıda amb diferents freqüències d’emissió en la mateixa fibra dopada
permet un control més versàtil de les freqüències d’emissió d’ambdós
modes òptics. Aquesta font altament compacta i senzilla es capaç de pro-
porcionar un senyal fotogenerat amb un rang de sintonització de 0.72 a 92
GHz.

També es proposen distints làsers de fibra polsats mode-locked per a
aplicacions de conversió analògic-digital assistida òpticament. S’han es-
tudiat diferents tècniques actives i passives de mode-locking en làsers de
fibra dopada amb erbi orientades a complir requeriments en termes de
freqüència de repetició, ample temporal dels pols i soroll jitter. El disseny
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actiu de mode-locking harmònic s’ha portat a terme mitjançant modu-
ladors òptics de gran ample de banda en la cavitat òptica, mentre que per
al mode-locking passiu s’han utilitzat absorbents saturables de semicon-
ductor. També s’ha explorat l’ús de fibres polaritzadores i s’ha demostrat
la possibilitat de control del règim mode-locking a través de l’ajust de
l’estat de polarització. Els diferents esquemes de mode-locking han permès
obtenir freqüències de repetició de desenes de GHz, amples de pols per baix
del pico segon i sorolls jitter inferiors a 180 fs.

Apart dels absorbents saturables de semiconductor, nanotubs de car-
boni monocapa han mostrat unes propietats no lineals ultra ràpides ade-
quades per a làsers de fibra mode-locked passius. En els últims anys s’han
proposat làsers de fibra mode-locked passius, els quals utilitzen nanotubs
de carboni com absorbent saturable, invertint un gran esforç en la in-
tegració d’aquests nanotubs en cavitats de fibra òptica. La tesi també
tracta sobre l’estudi d’una nova tècnica per a la inclusió de nanotubs de
carboni en fibres òptiques, en la qual s’utilitzen xarxes de difracció de
Bragg inclinades par a possibilitar la interacció de la llum amb els nan-
otubs. Utilitzant aquest dispositiu s’han demostrat efectes de commutació
òptica ultra ràpida gràcies a la no linealitat dels nanotubs.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Optical fiber technology has revolutionized the telecommunications over the past
decades, especially with the explosive growth of the Internet and the exponentially
increasing bit rate demand [1]. In addition to optical communications, optical fiber
finds manifold fields of applications like optical sensing [2], microwave photonics [3,4],
medical imaging [5], material processing [6] and so on. Fiber lasers have gained great
interest since they possess a number of physical attributes that distinguish them from
other classes of lasers and that differentiate them in terms of functionality, perfor-
mance, and practicality. This thesis studies some practical implementations of fiber
lasers to be applied in microwave photonics applications, i. e., the combination of
radiofrequency engineering and optoelectronics to make it possible to have functions
in microwave systems that are complex or even not directly possible in the radiofre-
quency domain. Dual-wavelength continuous wave and pulsed mode-locked fiber lasers
are designed, fabricated and characterized aimed to microwave and millimeter wave
generation through photomixing and to photonic-assisted analog to digital conversion.

1.1 Fiber lasers

The fabrication of a laser was first proposed by Schawlow and Townes in 1958 [7], and
the first experimental demonstration was realized by Theodore Maiman in 1960 [8].
In those days, his assistant Irnee D’Haenens called it “A solution that is looking for
a problem” [9]. Since then, an intense scientific development of this device has been
carried out. Very soon after the first laser proposal, the use of a waveguiding structure
to provide guiding resonant structures in laser cavities was suggested [10]. The first
demonstration of a fiber laser appeared in 1961 using a neodymium doped fiber with
a large core [11]. Although fiber lasers were experimentally investigated during the
1960s [12, 13], 1970s [14, 15], and early 1980s [16], it is not until the appearance of
low loss doped fibers [17] that practical fiber lasers were developed. The commercial
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Figure 1.1: Elements of a typical laser oscillator.

market has been pioneered especially by one company, IMRA [18], but as the market
has grown, more companies have joined the game and developed commercial fiber
laser products. The development of fiber lasers has initially been driven by the massive
development of telecommunication components, and for many years fiber lasers based
on erbium technology have dominated the fiber laser market. Very recently companies
like e.g. IMRA and Fianium [19] have also included fiber lasers based on ytterbium
(Yb) doped fibers in their assortment. A major reason for this recent development
of fiber lasers is that fiber lasers can now be directly pumped by laser diodes. The
optical confinement provided by the fiber, combined with the excellent laser properties
of trivalent rare earth ions, make fiber lasers extremely efficient. Erbium-doped fiber
lasers can operate with exceptionally low thresholds, as low as 100 µW, and yet can
be pumped extremely hard to produce output powers in excess of 100 W, with optical
conversion efficiencies greater than 50%. Furthermore, the numerous laser transitions
available from trivalent rare earth ions lend them the ability to generate light over
a wide selection of wavelengths, from the ultraviolet (UV) to the midinfrared (mid-
IR), with broad tuning ranges. Fiber lasers now compete directly in several domains
with solid state and semiconductor sources, over which they present the advantage of
high brightness, excellent mode quality, highly efficient coupling into a single-mode
fiber, enhanced heat dissipation due to the larger surface-volume ratio of the active
medium, and far superior wavelength stability with temperature [20].

To better understand how fiber lasers work, it is convenient to explain the basics
of a fundamental laser structure. The word laser stands for Light Amplification by
Stimulated Emission of Radiation. Lasers are devices that generate or amplify light,
just as transistors and vacuum tubes generate and amplify electronic signals at au-
dio, radio, or microwave frequencies. Here “light” must be understood broadly, since
different kinds of lasers can amplify radiation at wavelengths ranging from the very
long infrared region, merging with millimeter waves or microwaves, up through the
visible region and extending now to the vacuum ultraviolet and even X-ray regions.
Lasers come in a great variety of forms, using many different materials, many differ-
ent atomic systems, and many different kinds of pumping or excitation techniques.
Nevertheless, every laser comprises three essential elements, as shown in figure 1.1.
These parts are:
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• Active medium: medium consisting of an appropriate collection of atoms, mole-
cules, ions, or in some instances a semiconducting crystal. This medium is
susceptible of getting excited into a higher quantum-mechanical energy level,
showing stimulated coherent amplification of electromagnetic radiation within
a certain band of frequencies.

• Pumping process: mechanism to excite the active medium to higher quantum-
mechanical energy levels. This process is not only responsible for producing
merely excited atoms, but for providing population inversion, in which more
atoms are excited into some higher quantum energy level than are in some
lower energy level in the laser medium.

• Optical feedback: commonly implemented by an optical cavity. In combination
with coherent amplification, this feedback yields laser oscillation. Optical feed-
back is usually supplied by mirrors at each end of the amplifying laser medium,
carefully aligned so that waves can bounce back and forth between these mirrors
with very small loss per bounce.

As can be observed in figure 1.1, the output signal is coupled out from the
laser in this case through a partially transmitting mirror. This output beam is both
highly directional and highly monochromatic. The structure of figure 1.1 is a linear
or “standing-wave” cavity, since light propagates in both directions (backward and
forward), creating a longitudinal standing wave. Another well-known cavity model
for laser oscillation is the ring cavity, where light propagates in only one direction
avoiding the standing wave phenomenon.

The emitting frequency features of lasers are conditioned to the emission cross
section of the active medium and the cavity frequency response. On the one hand,
the first parameter sets the spectral range of optical components that experience
amplification in the active medium, and depends directly on the energetic level struc-
ture of the host particles. On the other hand, the cavity frequency response sets the
spectral frequencies that can experience coherent feedback in the cavity, therefore
being amplified further over other spectral components and oscillating in the laser.
For the linear cavity shown in figure 1.1, also known as Fabry-Pérot resonator, the
transmittance function has the expression

T =
(1−R)2

1 +R2 − 2R cos(k02nl)
. (1.1)

In equation (1.1), R denotes the reflectivity of the mirrors (considering both mir-
rors equal), k0 the wavenumber of light in vacuum, and n and l the refractive index
and length of the cavity respectively. Figure 1.2 shows a Fabry-Pérot response for two
different values of mirrors reflectivity. It is worth explaining some important proper-
ties of Fabry-Pérot response, as they are common to many other cavity structures.
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Figure 1.2: Transmittance response of a Fabry-Pérot resonator with mirrors of reflectivities 0.2
(green) and 0.9 (blue), respectively.

First of all, it shows a periodic response with wavelength. In a linear resonator, infinite
discrete frequencies can interfere constructively keeping the relation

λm =
2nl

m
for m = 1, 2, . . . (1.2)

All these resonant wavelengths λm appear as transmission peaks in the transmit-
tance response of fig. 2. Their spectral separation is called Free Spectral Range (FSR),
and is related with the effective length 2nl of the cavity through the relation

FSR =
c0
2nl

, (1.3)

where c0 denotes the light speed in vacuum. Another feature of Fabry-Pérot resonances
is the finesse F , dependent on the mirrors reflectivity. The more reflective the mirrors
are, the higher the finesse is. The effect of a high finesse, as can be noticed in fig. 2,
is the sharpening of the resonances. The finesse parameter has the expression

F =
4R

(1−R)2
. (1.4)

Transmission longitudinal modes of a Fabry-Pérot resonator in conjunction with
the emission spectrum of the active medium leads to a collection of simultaneously
oscillating components in the cavity. Depending on the number of oscillating lon-
gitudinal modes emitted, the laser would produce a broadband or a narrow band
emission.

A fiber laser is a particular kind of laser in which the active medium is an op-
tical fiber doped with a rare earth element. Optical fibers are cylindrical structures
that enable waveguiding of light. They are usually based on a core surrounded by a
cladding, with refractive indexes slightly lower for the cladding. Then, an electromag-
netic signal injected to the core at a certain angle can propagate through the core
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Figure 1.3: Total Internal Reflection of light rays in an optical fiber.

of the fiber via Total Internal Reflection (TIR), as shown in figure 1.3. Depending
on the fiber profile (diameters and refractive indexes of cladding and core), the fiber
allows the propagation of multiple transversal modes (multimode fiber, MMF) or a
single transversal mode (singlemode fiber, SMF). The latter condition is desired for
most practical applications, in particular for optical communications, as it avoids the
intermodal dispersion that can severely degrade the communication capacity.

The fiber core can be doped with ions of rare earth elements, making up the active
medium of a fiber laser. Such rare earth ions are erbium (Er3+), neodymium (Nd3+),
ytterbium (Yb3+), thulium (Th3+) or praseodymium (Pr3+) among others. These ions
show absorption and emission lineshapes associated with transitions between states
of energy. The common principle of optical amplification comprises a pump process,
where an ion with an initial ground state reaches a metastable excited state by the
absorption of a pump photon, and a radiative decay, where the excited ion comes back
to the ground state, transferring the difference of energy in the form of an emitted
photon. This last emission can be spontaneous or stimulated by other photon with the
same energy. In the latter case, the stimulated emission contributes to the amplifica-
tion of the incoming signal. Furthermore, the stimulated emitted photon is coherent
with the incoming photon, building up in phase the propagating intensity. Figure 1.4
illustrates the stimulated emission process. The wavelengths of pump absorption and
signal emission depend on the energy levels of each rare earth element. Table I com-
piles the main rare earth ions with their common host glasses and their wavelength
emission ranges. Fiber laser pump sources are usually laser diodes emitting light with
low-quality output mode with a suitable wavelength for the excitation of the dopant
of the laser.

For standard single mode fiber, the core diameter ranges from 3 to 10 µm, so
that a significant intensity can be obtained with a modest average power. A signal
with an average power of 10 mW coupled into a fiber with a core diameter of 6
µm will result in an intensity of 35 kW/cm2. A consequence is that the intensities
necessary to reach the continuous-wave oscillation threshold can be achieved with
modest input powers. This property has been exploited extensively in the design
of short-cavity diode-pumped single-frequency neodymium, erbium, and ytterbium
doped fiber lasers [21–23]. The inherent waveguiding property associated with the
fiber ensures that the intensity is maintained over long distances, thereby providing
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Figure 1.4: Stimulated emission amplification process.

long interaction lengths between the rare earth dopant and the pump field. Hence,
a significant intracavity gain can be developed, and a small-signal gain of 25 dB
is not uncommon. A small-signal gain of this magnitude enables elements with a
comparatively high insertion loss, such as optical isolators, intensity modulators, and
integrated interference filters, to be inserted in the cavity of a fiber laser without
significantly increasing the oscillation threshold or reducing the output power.

Another inherent property of fiber lasers is the compatibility with standard single
mode fibers. As the laser oscillation is actually performed in the core of an optical fiber,
the output signal is efficiently coupled to another fiber. The guided mode propagation
of optical fiber also allows for a reduced or suppressed thermal distortion of the
optical path, and diffraction-limited, high-quality optical beams are usually generated.

Table I: Common laser-active ions, host glasses and relevant emission wavelengths.

Ion Common host glasses
Relevant emission
wavelength (µm)

Neodymium
(Nd3+)

Silicate and phosphate glasses
1.03-1.1, 0.9-0.95,
1.32-1.35

Ytterbium
(Yb3+)

Silicate glass 1.0-1.1

Erbium (Er3+)
Silicate, phosphate and fluoride
glasses

1.5-1.6, 2.7, 0.55

Thulium (Tm3+)
Silicate, germanate and fluoride
glasses

1.7-2.1, 1.45-1.53, 0.48,
0.8

Praseodymium
(Pr3+)

Silicate and fluoride glasses 1.3, 0.635, 0.6, 0.52, 0.49

Holmium (Ho3+)
Silicate, and fluorozirconate
glasses

2.1, 2.9
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Figure 1.5: Temporal regimes of laser operations. In the pulsed regimes, the dotted lines represent
the average power levels, which for comparison are equal in all four graphs [24].

Compared to gas and solid state lasers, fiber lasers are more compact as fibers can
be easily bent and coiled.

In a broad sense, a fiber laser is capable of converting the poor quality output of a
pump laser diode into a high-brightness coherent light. While the pumping supply is
a continuous process, the output of the fiber laser can take several temporal formats,
depending on the operation regime. Lasers in general can be classified, according to
their temporal dynamics, into four principle modes of operation, namely continuous-
wave (CW), Q-switched, mode-locked (ML) and Q-switched mode-locked (QML). The
temporal characteristics of these different modes are depicted in figure 1.5. As can be
seen from this graphic, a CW laser generates an output optical signal with constant
power. In this case, instantaneous and average powers are equal. For the other cases of
operation regimes, the emitted signal has a pulsed profile, characterized by parameters
as pulse duration, frequency repetition rate, pulse energy and instantaneous peak
power. In figure 1.5, the average power for the pulsed regimes is plotted, being equal
for comparison in all four regimes.

Lasers with high average output power usually operate in CW mode irrespective
of their specific architecture. In CW operation, lasers can run with a single longitudi-
nal mode of the optical resonator, providing a narrow linewidth emission with good
coherence, which is interesting for spectroscopy and interferometry. In other cases
of CW operation, the laser can emit a signal with a broad bandwidth, suitable for
fiber-optic gyroscope (FOG) applications [25].
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In a Q-switched laser, the quality factor of the resonant cavity is changed with
time. When the quality factor is low, the laser is unable to oscillate, and the active
medium stores energy from the pump source in form of population inversion. Then,
when the quality factor is deliberately enhanced, all the stored energy is released
in the form of a powerful optical pulse. The upper lifetime of the active medium
should be long enough to reach high energy storage rather than losing the energy
as fluorescence. Depending on the way of modulating the Q factor, Q-switching is
named passive or active. Typical applications of such lasers are material processing
(e.g. cutting, drilling, and laser marking), pumping nonlinear frequency conversion
devices, range finding, and remote sensing. This kind of lasers delivers pulses with
durations of nanoseconds, and pulse energies of miliJoules. For fiber lasers, the use of
multimode fibers can supply pulse energies above miliJoule level [26].

In the case of mode-locked lasers, the mechanism of pulse shaping is different
from Q-switching lasers. In a laser cavity, multiple longitudinal modes can oscillate
as discussed previously (see eq. (1.2)). The output of this multi-line source, when
all modes oscillate independently from the others, is a composition of random phase
related optical components, giving an averaged constant power output. If we are able
to set a common phase reference to all longitudinal modes, the coherent sum of all
longitudinal modes leads to an optical train of pulses, with a period equal to the
cavity roundtrip time. Mode-locked single mode fiber lasers can deliver pulses with
durations of 100 fs and energies of 3 nJ [27], only about one order of magnitude lower
than the energy outputs of bulk femtosecond lasers [28]. Furthermore, single mode
fiber lasers can have very low timing jitter compared with bulk lasers [29] and also the
capability for a high degree of integration. Thus, in applications sensitive to timing
jitter and laser size with reduced power requirements, fiber lasers hold an advantage
over bulk femtosecond lasers.

This thesis studies new schemes of fiber lasers for applications in optoelectronics
applications such as microwave signal processing, photonic analog-to-digital conver-
sion, millimeter and THz optical generation and beamforming [4]. All the addressed
structures are based on optical communication technologies, so the wavelength of
emission will be centered at 1.55 µm. Consequently, erbium-doped fibers have been
chosen as active section of the lasers to be developed. The main cavity structures
studied in this thesis are continuous wave distributed feedback (DFB) fiber lasers
and ring-cavity mode-locked fiber lasers. The following sections introduce these con-
figurations.

1.2 Distributed feedback fiber lasers

As we have described previously, in addition to an active medium and a pumping
process, a laser needs a feedback mechanism to allow coherent oscillation. In a dis-
tributed feedback (DFB) laser, the optical feedback is not induced by punctual mirrors
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as in the case of Fabry-Pérot lasers, but it is provided from diffraction gratings. Dis-
tributed feedback has been implemented in laser diodes, quantum cascade lasers and
fiber lasers. One of its most important properties is the flexibility in controlling the
emission wavelength, which is dictated by the frequency-dependent reflectance of the
diffraction grating.

The erbium-doped fiber Bragg grating laser was first demonstrated around 20
years ago [22] and has since found a number of potentially useful applications. It
consists of a short length of high-concentration erbium-doped fiber with either two
discrete Bragg grating reflectors forming a distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) struc-
ture [22] or a single phase-shifted grating forming a distributed feedback (DFB) struc-
ture [30]. Cavity length between the two Bragg gratings determines the free spectral
range, and single-longitudinal-mode operation is ensured with a sufficiently short
cavity in a DBR laser. To obtain single-frequency operation in a DFB laser one can
either use an end reflector to change the round-trip phase shift in the cavity or intro-
duce into the grating a single-pass optical phase shift (a local defect of the grating
structure) [30, 31]. The phase shift of these DFB fiber lasers is static, and they usu-
ally operate in a continuous wave regime. However, unavoidable birefringence in DFB
lasers results in the possible existence of two orthogonal polarization modes of slightly
different frequency oscillating in the cavity. By controlling the degree of linear birefrin-
gence in the grating, which induces a polarization-dependent grating reflectance [32]
or by inducing a birefringent phase shift in the center of the grating [33], the thresh-
olds of each polarization mode can be controlled and hence the laser can be made to
exhibit either a single polarization mode or two orthogonal polarization modes. The
polarization mode thresholds can also be altered by applying twist to the laser, thus
inducing circular birefringence, which under certain circumstances can be used to
force single-polarization-mode operation [34]. In single-polarization-mode operation,
the threshold of one of the polarization modes is never reached with practical pump
powers.

The DFB fiber laser is found to be a more environmentally stable configuration
than the DBR laser. Other favorable attributes of the DFB fiber laser are its small
size, simplicity in design, the ability to accurately set the wavelength during manufac-
ture, an intrinsically narrow emission linewidth, compatibility with the transmission
medium, and low sensitivity of the emission frequency to temperature (∼10 pm/K)
compared with the semiconductor laser. Consequently, a number of potential appli-
cations of DFB lasers have been demonstrated; for example, as a coherent source to
interrogate fiber-optic interferometric sensor arrays [35], as a high-resolution strain
sensor [36], and as a low and high-frequency hydrophone [37,38].

The single mode emission of DFBs with a phase shift written in the grating comes
from the spectral response of the cavity. A fiber Bragg grating (FBG) is basically a
periodic modulation of the refractive index of the core of an optical fiber along its
longitudinal axis. Propagating light through the periodically disturbed core results in
numerous Fresnel reflections, coupling co-propagating light into counter-propagating
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light and vice-versa. When the wavelength of the optical signal matches the Bragg
wavelength, λBragg, all counter-propagating reflections sum constructively, reflecting
the signal backwards. This frequency-selective reflectivity has a finite bandwidth,
given by the length and strength of the grating [39]. An FBG behaves as a stop-band
optical filter for the transmitted signal, and as a band-pass filter for the reflected
signal. FBGs have found to be versatile devices not only for optical spectral filtering
application [40], but e. g. for dispersion compensation [41], mode-locking stabilization
[42] and sensing [39,43] among others.

Figure 1.6 shows the scheme of a grating with a λ/4 phase shift, and its spectral
transmittance. The phase shift induces a narrow-width transmission peak in the stop-
band of the uniform grating. The structure can be understood as two gratings out
of phase with each other, which act as a wavelength selective Fabry-Pérot resonator,
allowing light at the resonance to penetrate the reflection band of the original grating.
The Bragg wavelength is directly proportional to the grating period, so great flexibility
in setting the wavelength emission of a DFB laser is accomplished when writing Bragg
gratings. The most widespread methods to inscribe Bragg gratings in optical fibers
are the two-beam interferometric method [44] and the phase mask method [45, 46],
both based on the irradiation of periodic patterns of UV light upon photosensitive
fibers.

One interesting feature of the DFB resonant structure is wavelength tunability. By
means of adjusting the phase shift, it is possible to continuously tune the frequency
of the transmission peak within the stop-band. It results in a tunable single mode
emission fiber laser. This tunability has been exploited for CW fiber lasers [47] and
fiber laser Q-switching mechanism [48].

1.3 Mode-locked fiber lasers

Classical solid-state mode-locked lasers, i.e., lasers based on crystals, have tradition-
ally dominated the market, like the Ti:Sapphire and the Nd:YAG lasers. In terms
of reliability and long term stability compared with the Gas lasers and Dye lasers,
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Figure 1.6: DFB cavity. (a) λ/4-Phase shifted uniform grating structure. (b) Passive transmission
response of a λ/4-phase shifted uniform grating.
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Figure 1.7: Mode locking mechanism. (a) Longitudinal oscillating modes with no shared phase
reference, leading to a chaotic optical output. (b) Longitudinal oscillating modes with common
phase reference or mode-locking, resulting in a pulsed optical signal.

the solid-state lasers are still the preferred choice. However, solid-state lasers require
stable laboratory-like working environments such as optical table and constant room
temperature. Furthermore, the solid-state lasers are really expensive and need often
maintenance which is also a high consumption. The potential of making compact,
cost-effective and stable fiber lasers with low price makes mode-locked fiber lasers a
very promising alternative to classical solid-state lasers. High gain rare-earth doped
fiber with broad gain bandwidth, excellent quality beam, optical fiber compatibility
and efficient heat dissipation are some of the fiber lasers key properties.

Mode-locking operation regime has been introduced in section 1.1, among other
laser regimes. It consists of the phase locking of longitudinal modes of a laser resonant
cavity. In this way, the temporal summation of modes provides a pulsed pattern, with
temporal period equal to the cavity roundtrip time. The higher the number of modes
involved, the shorter the pulse duration is. This scenario is illustrated in figure 1.7.
The concept can be associated with the Fourier decomposition of a Dirac delta comb
function, where an infinite summation of sinusoids with equal phase constant results
in a periodic delta train. As for Q-switching, mode-locking mechanisms are active or
passive.

Active mode-locking of fiber lasers is very attractive for high-bit-rate communi-
cations systems, because active mode-locked lasers produce pulses in synchronism to
a well-defined radio-frequency clock signal. The clock signal can be obtained directly
from the circuitry of an optical communication network, or it can be generated by
clock-recovery from an existing data stream.

A classic explanation of the principles of active mode-locking can be found in [49].
Amplitude modulation (AM) [50] and frequency modulation (FM) [51] active mode-
locking are generally distinguished. In AM mode-locking the cavity loss is periodi-
cally modulated with a modulation frequency exactly matched to the fundamental
frequency of the cavity or a multiple of it. In the mode-locking master equation, this
modulated loss is expressed as [52]

LAM = M (1− cos(ωM t)) , (1.5)
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where M is the modulation depth and ωM is the modulation angular frequency. A
pulse can then build up synchronously thanks to the exerted modulator, being cen-
tered in the middle of the modulation temporal function and successively shortened
in each roundtrip. Eventually, pulse shortening is limited by the finite gain bandwidth
of the optical laser medium, and a steady-state pulse, with a width very much smaller
than the modulation window, is obtained. An illustration of the modulation function
and temporal steady-state pulse is given in figure 1.8 (a).

In the frequency domain it is assumed that the modulator produces sidebands to
each of the oscillating axial modes at the axial mode spacing defined by the modula-
tion frequency. An axial mode at the frequency ωn that passes through the amplitude
modulator with losses given by equation (1.5) results in three spectral components as
follows:

M [1− cos(ωM t)] exp(jωnt)

= M

[
1− 1

2
exp(jωM t)− 1

2
exp(−jωM t)

]
exp(jωnt)

= M

[
exp(jωnt)−

1

2
exp(j(ωn + ωM)t)− 1

2
exp(j(ωn − ωM)t)

]
.

(1.6)

Figure 1.8 (b) shows this sideband generation. All these new sidebands tend to lock
the modes of the laser in phase. In FM mode-locking the phase, instead of the cavity
losses, is modulated at a multiple of the fundamental frequency of the cavity roundtrip
time, which also leads to pulses very much shorter than the modulation period. In
contrast to amplitude modulation, generated sidebands are out of phase with the
carrier, which leads to a chirp on the steady state pulse. Then pulse shortening in
FM mode-locking comes from the gain spectral filtering of chirped pulses.

Active mode-locking is of special interest for the generation of high repetition rates,
since modulation frequency can be set to a multiple of the fundamental roundtrip time
of the cavity. Using cavities with fundamental roundtrips of the order of MHz, it is
feasible to obtain pulse repetition rates of the order of tens of GHz [53]. For applica-
tions in telecommunications, integrated LiNbO3 amplitude or phase modulators with
typical bandwidths over 40 GHz are the most common active mode-lockers.

The other way to mode-lock a fiber laser is passive mode-locking. In contrast to the
active case, passive mode-locking manages to phase lock the longitudinal modes of the
cavity without an external reference signal. Therefore, passive mode-locking permits
a reduction of the laser complexity, since there is no need for electronic synthesizers
and optoelectronics modulators. Since the early works in 1991 [49, 54], traditionally
two passive mode-locking techniques have been developed. We can distinguish (1)
passive mode-locking with an all-optical switch based on the Kerr nonlinearity of the
optical fiber, and (2) passive mode-locking with a saturable absorber.
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Figure 1.8: Active AM mode-locking. (a) Temporal loss modulation and pulse formation. (b) Spec-
tral sideband generation in AM mode-locking

Kerr nonlinearity is a nonlinear effect, consisting of a change in the refractive
index of the material when an external electric field is applied. It is a third order
nonlinear effect, as the change of the refractive index is proportional to the square of
the applied field. Basically, an intense electromagnetic field can alter its own propaga-
tion medium by changing the refractive index. The index change yields to Self Phase
Modulation (SPM), or Cross Phase Modulation (XPM) (when two or more signals
are involved in the interaction). Considering the state of polarization of an optical
signal, Kerr effect induces Nonlinear Polarization Rotation (NLPR) [55]. Kerr passive
mode-locked fiber lasers exploit NLPR to obtain pulse intensity-dependent losses [56].
An intensity-dependent loss element in the cavity allows longitudinal modes to lock
in phase, in order to build up a pulsed regime in which high signal peak values are
less attenuated than low level signal values. In addition, as the Kerr response is in
practice an instantaneous phenomenon (in comparison with typical pulse durations),
the intensity-dependent losses are not limited by a temporal response.

The use of external saturable absorbers (SA) is another approach to obtain an
intensity-dependent loss element. Saturable absorber mode-locking is compatible with
all-polarization-maintaining cavity designs and can produce stable pulses with no need
for nonlinear effects in the cavity in comparison with NLPR mode-locking techniques.
A saturable absorber is an optical element which induces decreasing losses in the
cavity with increasing intensity of the incident optical signal, and can operate in
reflection or transmission. The most common saturable absorber employed in mode-
locked lasers is the semiconductor-based saturable absorber [57]. The semiconductor
saturable absorption is related to an interband transition: the energy of absorbed
photons is transferred to electrons, which are brought from the valence band to the
conduction band. There is first some fairly rapid thermalization relaxation within
the conduction and valence band within e.g. 50–100 fs, and later (often on a time
scale of tens or hundreds of picoseconds) the carriers recombine, often with the aid of
crystal defects. Other saturable absorber alternatives for fiber lasers are optical fibers
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Figure 1.9: (a) Working concept of a saturable absorber. (b) Pulse shaping in a ring cavity fiber
laser.

doped with chromium, samarium or bismuth [58], carbon nanotubes [59] or simply
not pumped rare-earth doped fiber sections [60]. Figure 1.9 (a) shows the mechanism
of a SA for a low and high incoming power. The insertion loss of a SA follows the
expression

α(t) =
α0

1 +
|A(t)|2

|ASA|2

+ αns, (1.7)

where α0 is the saturation absorption, A(t) is the instantaneous amplitude of the
incoming pulse, ASA is the saturation amplitude of the absorber, and αns is the non-
saturable absorption. This expression assumes an instantaneous response, without
considering the recovery time of the absorber. In a fiber laser cavity, when the pump
process is activated, amplified spontaneous noise is generated from the active medium.
This noise passes through the SA, and random intensity peaks are less attenuated than
lower level noise. This process is repeated each roundtrip, shaping the optical pulse,
and attenuating the surrounding noise, as illustrated in figure 1.9 (b).

Nonlinear pulse propagation in optical fibers can be accurately modeled by one
or more coupled partial differential equations which, for historical reasons, are called
the nonlinear Schrödinger equations (NLSE) (not related to the quantum mechanical
Schrödinger equation). The NLSE have been applied in fiber optics since the begin-
ning of the eighties, where it was used to describe Mollenauer’s first experimental
observations of solitons in optical fibers [61]. The NLSE have also been applied in
numerous other fields [62–64]. Today it is used extensively to model pulse propa-
gation in optical fibers [65–67]. When dispersion in the NLSE has a negative sign,
which corresponds to optical fibers with anomalous chromatic dispersion, NLSE yield
a solution preserving its temporal and spectral profile through propagation. The in-
variable propagation is accomplished when nonlinear SPM balances the dispersion
effects. This kind of optical signal is known as soliton.
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The soliton phenomenon was first described by the naval engineer John Scott
Russell, who observed a solitary wave in the Union Canal in Scotland propagating
without distortion and named it the ”Wave of Translation” [68]. His discovery aroused
scientific community’s interest like Lord Rayleigh, who contributed actively to the
solitary wave theory. Since then, numerous works about optical solitons have been
published due to their important applications in optical communications and lasers1

[69]. In mode-locked fiber lasers, optical solitons play an important role in pulse
shaping within the cavity. When the fiber cavity shows an anomalous net dispersion,
then solitonic propagation is allowed. An intriguing property of optical solitons is their
stability: although the initial pulse differs from the exact soliton solution, the pulse
automatically evolves to the ideal soliton shape while shedding part of its energy into a
weak background. Solitons are also very stable against changes of the properties of the
medium, provided that these changes occur over distances which are long compared
with the soliton period. This means that solitons can adiabatically adapt their shape
to slowly varying parameters of the medium. Also, solitons can accommodate to
some amount of higher-order dispersion; they then automatically adjust their shape
to achieve the mentioned balance under the given conditions.

1.4 Objectives

The main objective of the thesis is the development of erbium-doped fiber lasers for
applications in microwave photonics. The thesis is divided into two thematic blocks.
On the one hand, continuous wave DFB fiber lasers are considered for microwave
signal photogeneration. A high frequency sinusoid is generated in a photodetector via
photomixing two optical continuous wave tones [70]. The photocurrent generated in
a photodetector is proportional to the received optical power. Then, an optical signal
composed of two optical tones results in a photodetected microwave signal with a
frequency equal to the tones spectral separation. The thesis will focus on the design
of optical sources able to emit two CW wavelengths for photomixing. Our laser will
be based on a two phase-shifted DFB fiber laser. Conventional DFB with one phase
shift applied to the Bragg grating emits a single longitudinal mode. When a second
phase shift is added, the laser is able to emit two longitudinal modes, with a spectral
separation determined by the grating response and the phase shifts characteristics.
Our design also deals with dynamic tunability of the two modes spectral difference,
which is transferred to a frequency tunability of the photogenerated microwave signal.

1Before the Russell’s observation, this kind of hydrodynamic solitary waves had been already ob-
served. Spaniard sailors found waves like these during their American conquest travels. For example,
Diego de Aguirre noticed these waves in the Orinoco River mouth. The Indians who lived in the
region called this phenomenon “Macareo”. Previously, Vicente Yañez Pinzón (in 1500) found the
same waves over the Amazonas River where native people called them “Pororoco” (“great crash” in
the Tupiguarańı language). The interaction of both conquerors with the waves had the same results,
the sinking of several vessels. In 1999, the Brazilian surfer Picuruta Salazar rode the ”Pororoco”
during 35 minutes, covering a distance of 12.5 kilometres. The “Macareo” wave at the Amazonas
goes upriver and carries out its effects up to 800 Km from the river mouth.
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Tunability is obtained by a control of the induced phase shifts in the grating, in such a
way that phase shift values are adjusted independently. For this purpose, piezoelectric
actuators are used. Our work aims for compact and simple fiber lasers, with the
maximum tuning range achievable. The maximum tuning range is ultimately limited
by the spectral response of the Bragg grating. Different approaches are studied to
further increase the tuning range with no need for replacing the written grating.

On the other hand, pulsed fiber lasers are proposed for high-sampling-rate appli-
cations such as photonic-assisted analog to digital conversion (PADC) [71]. When the
sampling process in a PADC is carried out in the photonic domain, low-temporal-
noise high-repetition-rate pulsed optical sources are required. Fiber lasers can make
a difference for the pulsed source implementation, as they can provide low time jit-
ters, high pulse repetition frequencies and compact cost-effective implementations.
One of the targets of the thesis is the study of different mode-locked fiber laser
structures to fulfill objective specifications. Active mode-locking using commercial
Mach-Zehnder modulators and passive mode-locked fiber lasers based on semicon-
ductor saturable absorbers are designed, fabricated and characterized. The use of
intracavity polarizing fibers in a ring fiber laser is explored, which will allow us to
control the mode-locked operation regime dynamically through polarization state ad-
justment. Another solution for passive mode-locking is the use of single walled carbon
nanotubes. Carbon nanotubes have shown ultrafast optical nonlinearities suitable for
passive mode-locking as saturable absorber. One challenge of mode-locked fiber lasers
with carbon nanotubes is the proper deposition of nanotubes in the optical fiber.
The thesis also deals with the study of a new approach to deposit carbon nanotubes
in optical fibers, in which tilted fiber Bragg grating are used to enable optical light
to interact with the nanotubes. Ultrafast optical switching is demonstrated using a
carbon nanotube-coated fiber in a phase-sensitive pump-probe experiment.

The format for this thesis is based on article compilation. Relevant articles pub-
lished in specialized scientific journals elaborated by the PhD student are attached to
constitute different thesis chapters. The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 1 has
presented an introduction to the fiber laser fundaments and the pursued objectives.
Chapter 2 deals with tunable dual-wavelength distributed feedback fiber lasers. An
initial description of the working principles precedes the two main published contri-
butions; the first one presenting the tunable two-shifted dual-wavelength fiber laser
obtained, and the second one addressing the extension of the tuning range with a cas-
caded DFB structure. Chapter 3 focuses on pulsed mode-locked fiber laser, in which
three publications are enclosed. Different mode-locking fiber laser structures are pre-
sented for PADC applications, and an innovative use of tilted Bragg grating for light
interaction with carbon nanotubes is treated. Chapter 4 presents the general discus-
sion extracted from the results. Finally, Chapter 5 sums up the main conclusions of
the thesis.
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Chapter 2

Dual-wavelength distributed
feedback fiber lasers

2.1 Introduction

The laser oscillator proposed for the microwave photogenerated signal system is a
distributed feedback (DFB) fiber laser. The fiber laser consists of a Bragg grating
UV-written into a piece of silica fiber doped with active rare-earth ions. In section
1.2, the fundamentals of DFB fiber lasers were introduced, showing how this kind
of structures can be used to build lasers with short cavities of few centimetres long.
DFB fiber lasers are intrinsically continuous wave (CW) sources of single-longitudinal-
mode emission. Single frequency lasers are required for a wide range of applications in
optical communications (such as wavelength-division multiplexing and CATV) [1,2],
lidar [3], fiber-optic sensors and spectroscopy [4]. To obtain single-frequency operation
of a DFB laser one can either use an end reflector to change the round-trip phase
shift in the cavity or introduce a single-pass optical phase shift in the grating (a local
defect of the grating structure) [5,6]. In this chapter we will study the application of
DFB lasers in microwave signal generation. For this purpose, a DFB fiber laser able
to emit two longitudinal modes is implemented.

The dual longitudinal mode emission comes from the application of two local
phase shifts in the fiber grating. The insertion of phase shifts in the optical grating is
performed by stretching short sections of the fiber grating through piezoelectric ac-
tuators. This technique provides a greater versatility than fixed phase shifts induced
in the grating writing process [7,8]. Control of the driving voltage of the piezoelectric
actuators allows direct tuning of the optical frequency separation between the two
emitted modes, thus making possible the tunability of the photomixed microwave sig-
nal. The maximum achievable microwave frequency is limited by the Bragg stopband
bandwidth, usually below 10 GHz for typical uniform gratings. In this chapter, we
also present an alternative technique to further extend the maximum photogenerated
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frequency beyond the stopband bandwidth.

2.2 Dual-wavelength distributed feedback fiber laser

The operation principle of our dual-wavelength fiber laser is based on the application
of two phase shifts in the grating written in a rare earth doped fiber. To better
understand this concept, firstly the basics of conventional DFB with only one phase
shift are explained. The generalized expression of the index modulation ∆neff (z) of
a fiber Bragg grating is

∆neff (z) = ∆n(z)

(
1 + cos

(
2π

Λ(z)
z + ϕ(z)

))
, (2.1)

where ∆n(z) is the refractive index modulation amplitude, Λ(z) is the grating period
and ϕ(z) is the phase of the periodical structure. The simplest grating design is
known as uniform grating, and it involves the parameters ∆n(z), Λ(z) and ϕ(z) to be
z-independent. Different grating designs depend on the control of these parameters,
and interesting spectral responses are exploited from, e. g., chirped gratings, where the
grating period is linearly increased with z, apodized gratings, in which the modulation
amplitude follows a particular profile to shape the spectral response, and so on [9].
One fundamental parameter in fiber Bragg gratings is the resonant Bragg wavelength,
which is determined by the grating period through

λBragg = 2neffΛ, (2.2)

being neff the effective index of the core mode. For grating responses centered at
1.5 µm, typical values of grating periods are about 540 nm, for an effective index of
1.44.

For a DFB laser in which a phase shift is induced in the grating, the ϕ(z) parameter
takes the form

ϕ(z) =

{
0, z < z0
ϕ0, z ≥ z0

. (2.3)

Equation (2.3) establishes a local phase change in the point z = z0 of ϕ0 radians.
The discrete phase shift changes the resonance conditions in the cavity, creating a
narrow transmission peak in the Bragg stop-band of the uniform grating (see figure
1.6 on page 10). The transmission peak response can be understood as a Fabry-Pérot
cavity with FBGs as reflective mirrors. Figure 2.1 (a) illustrates this approach. In
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Figure 2.1: Fabry-Pérot fiber cavities with FBG mirrors for (a) long separation between mirrors
and (b) short separation between mirrors. Transmission spectral responses of gratings, Fabry-Pérot
cavities and resulting final structure are shown.

addition to the inherent multi-wavelength response defined by the Fabry-Pérot cavity
length (see equations (1.1) and (1.3) on page 3), the FBG mirrors produce a reflec-
tive frequency-dependent response. Figure 2.1 (a) shows how both spectral responses
combine to perform an overall passive response of multiple transmission wavelengths
within the FBG transmission spectral stopband. When pumped, this fiber laser will
be able to emit longitudinal modes in these transmission wavelengths. If we reduce
the cavity length, i. e., the distance between gratings, the free spectral range of the
Fabry-Pérot response increases, while FBG stopband response keeps unaltered. For a
certain separation, the FSR is such that only one Fabry-Pérot resonance falls into the
FBG response. This single longitudinal mode cavity is the so-called distributed Bragg
reflector (DBR) laser. If we keep bringing closer both gratings, up to a distance com-
parable to the FBG period Λ0, then a distributed feedback cavity is obtained, since
this small distance between gratings is equivalent to a phase shift induced in a single
grating, as equation (2.3) describes. The spectral response of both FBG mirrors and
Fabry-Pérot cavity, as well as the overall response are shown in figure 2.1 (b). Indeed,
the optical fiber cavity with the two FBGs mirrors close enough can be seen as a
single FBG with a phase shift in the middle point.

In DFB cavities, the resonance occurs when the round-trip phase shift of the wave
travelling through the grating is equal to 2π. The wavelength of the resonance is equal
to the one which satisfies the relation
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2φFBG + 2φ = 2π, (2.4)

where φFBG is the phase of the FBG complex reflectance r(λ), being r(λ) = |r(λ)|
exp (φFBG(λ)), while φ is the phase shift introduced to the travelling waves by the
spatial phase shift: φ = ϕ0/2. Different values of the spatial phase shift set the reso-
nance wavelength in different spectral position within the FBG stopband bandwidth.
The narrow transmission peak has been exploited in filtering applications [10] and
fabricating DFB lasers [5,6]. If the phase shift is tuned somehow, the resonance wave-
length can be controlled, having been exploited for CW fiber lasers [11] and fiber laser
Q-switching mechanism [12].

The passive responses of FBGs are calculated using the Transfer Matrix Method
(TMM) [13]: a given fiber Bragg grating is divided into short sections which can
be locally considered as uniform gratings. TMM makes use of these unit cells, each
having its own response in form of a transfer matrix. The transfer matrix of a device
relates the co- and counter-propagating fields at the output with the co- and counter-
propagation input fields. When multiple devices are connected in cascade, the transfer
matrix definition allows the total response to be calculated as a simple multiplication
of the devices’ matrixes. In the case of optical gratings, the final transfer matrix is
obtained from the multiplication of individual transfer matrixes of uniform sections.
The expression of the transfer matrix of a uniform grating can be calculated using
the coupled-mode theory [9]. An example of the TMM application is the modelling
of a chirped Bragg grating, in which the main grating is divided into small uniform
sections with monotonically increasing grating periods.

Two resonances appear in a fiber Bragg grating when two phase shifts are ap-
plied. This two transmission peak operation, from now referred as dual-wavelength,
is an extension of the phenomenon occurring with one single phase shift. The in-
clusion of two or more phase shifts allows the resonances to appear in two or more
frequencies [14, 15]. Figure 2.2 shows a grating with two phase shifts. Similar to the
conventional DFB structure, the spectral position of the transmission peaks is con-
ditioned to the phase shifts values. Also the transmission peak shapes, in terms of
linewidth and amplitude, are dependent on the phase shifts spatial positions. In or-
der to get symmetrical peaks, the phase shifts are applied equidistant to the grating
centre. For two π-phase shifts, the frequency separation between modes is [16]

∆λ =
λ2

8neff

(
∆L+ π

2κ

) , (2.5)

in which neff is the effective refractive index, ∆L is the separation between phase
shifts and κ is the FBG coupling coefficient. Other dual-wavelength fiber laser cavity
structures have been proposed [8, 14, 17, 18], where the spacing between lasing wave-
lengths is fixed. The key innovation of our work is the implementation of a dynamic
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Figure 2.2: Dual-wavelength DFB cavity. Two π/2 phase shifts are applied to a uniform fiber Bragg
grating (up). In practice, the phase shift is induced by a piezoelectric actuator (PE) glued to the
fiber, producing an accumulated phase shift by stretching a short fiber section of length l (down).

control of these phase shifts to effectively tune the spectral separation between the
two transmission peaks, hence to effectively tune the spectral separation of the laser
emission wavelengths.

Simulations of passive transmission response for two phase-shifted gratings provide
us with spectral resonance characterization. Real phase shifts induced in gratings are
not ideally discrete as equation (2.3) represents. Particularly, the local phase shifts of
our dual-wavelength DFB fiber laser are performed via piezoelectric actuators glued
to the fiber, as figure 2.2 illustrates. Then, each phase shift is equivalent to a short
section of grating with a slightly different grating period. Therefore, the length of this
short section and the difference in the grating period determine the accumulated phase
shift. This value is related to the modified period and the length of the perturbed
section following the equation

ϕ = 2π

(
∆Λ

(Λ0 +∆Λ)Λ0

)
l, (2.6)

where Λ0 is the original grating period, ∆Λ is the period variation and l is the length
of the perturbed fiber section. This accumulated phase shift model is used in the
passive response calculations to properly simulate our fiber laser.

The next step is the calculation of transmission spectral responses for different
values of the phase shifts. We observed that a symmetrical wavelength displacement
of both transmission peaks from the Bragg wavelength occurs under a symmetric
change of phase shift around π/2 radians. In other words, when the phase shifts
have a value of π/2 ± ∆ϕ, then the wavelengths of the transmission peaks separate
symmetrically from each other with respect to the Bragg wavelength of the FBG and
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Figure 2.3: Transmission spectral responses of a dual-wavelength DFB cavity with phase shift
values of π/2, π/2± π/6, and π/2± π/3.

the transmission peaks are equivalent in terms of amplitude and linewidth. Figure 2.3
shows the transmission response of a dual-wavelength DFB cavity for different values
of grating phase shifts obeying the symmetry π/2±∆ϕ. For the simulations of figure
2.3, the grating length was 15 cm, the index modulation 5 ∗ 10−5, the grating period
529.3 nm and the effective length of both phase shifts 1.5 mm.

Local phase shifts in the grating fiber are induced by piezoelectric actuators as
discussed above. Piezoelectric materials exhibit internal generation of a mechanical
strain resulting from an applied electrical field. The actuators used in our laser are
plumbum (lead) zirconate titanate (PZT) ceramic components, and they are con-
trolled by DC voltages of 0-100 Volts. In order to apply punctual phase shifts in a
fiber grating, actuators with 2x2x2 mm dimensions are employed. When one of these
PZT actuators is glued to the optical fiber, we are able to induce a grating phase
shift by stretching the 2mm fiber short section. A maximum stretching displacement
of 2.2 µm is obtained in the piezoelectric axis of the PZT cube. The new grating
period induced in the short stretched length is obtained from the relation

l0
Λ0

=
l0 +∆l

Λ0 +∆Λ
, (2.7)

where l0 is the PZT actuator length, ∆l is the piezoelectric displacement, Λ0 is the
original grating period and ∆Λ the grating period variation. For the PZT values given
above, and a grating original period of 529.3 nm, a grating variation of 0.58 nm is
obtained. Turning to equation (2.6), the PZT actuator is able to induce a maximum
accumulated phase shift of 8.3π radians, much more than enough for our purposes.

The dual-wavelength fiber laser with the cavity of figure 2.2 emits two single lon-
gitudinal modes at the transmission peaks of the passive response when the pumping
level exceeds lasing threshold. Effective tunability of the spectral difference between
modes is achieved through the control of both PZT actuators. The optical output is
launched to a photodiode to generate a microwave signal with a frequency equal to the
mode frequency difference. From figure 2.3, the maximum microwave frequency that
can be achieved is limited by the grating stopband width, which ranges tens of pm.
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The bandwidth of uniform gratings can be increased by shortening the total length
for weakly modulated gratings, or inducing deeper change in the refractive index
modulation for strongly modulated gratings. Nevertheless, a short weakly modulated
grating with phase shifts results in wider transmission peaks which deteriorates the
lasing mode linewidth. On the other hand, the maximum refractive index modulation
is determined by the capacity of inducing changes of the refractive index, which de-
pends fundamentally on the fiber photosensitivity and on the diffraction efficiency of
the phase mask utilized for the inscribing process.

In order to extend the maximum frequency of the photogenerated microwave sig-
nal, a new approach is considered in this thesis. It is based on the implementation of
two in-line DFB cavities in the same grating.

2.3 Cascaded distributed feedback dual-wavelength

fiber laser

We have seen in the previous section the operation principle of our dual-wavelength
DFB fiber laser with two controllable phase shifts, and how it exhibits a maximum
output frequency difference between modes limited by the grating spectral response.
Modifications of the uniform grating design can increase the grating bandwidth to a
limited extent. In this section, a new structure based on DFB cavities is proposed to
raise significantly the generated microwave signal tuning range.

The idea is the implementation of two single frequency DFB cavities in the same
erbium-doped fiber, in the same fiber Bragg grating. Each DFB cavity will emit a
single longitudinal mode. The emission frequency of each longitudinal mode is defined
by the grating period and the magnitude of the phase shift. The challenge comes up
from the use of a single grating for both cavities. The new structure consists of two
fiber grating sections, each one with a different period and with an induced phase shift.
Both the grating periods and the induced phase shifts are controlled by a simple setup
of piezoelectric actuators. Figure 2.4 depicts the cavity scheme. The first DFB cavity
has a grating period of Λ1, which is equal to the original grating period written in
the fiber. The second DFB period Λ2 is slightly larger than Λ1, and it originates from
stretching the second half of the fiber grating. Each section of fiber grating has its
own phase shift to constitute single mode DFB cavities. In the structure proposed in
figure 2.4, the new grating period Λ2 has to be large enough to not show overlapping
in the spectral FBG responses.

This new approach could be considered as a modified version of the dual-wavelength
cavity presented in section 2.2, but the physical concept is quite different. In this ap-
proach, as shown in figure 2.4, the system is clearly equivalent to two DFB cavities,
each tuned to different wavelength given by their grating period. On the other hand,
the previous structure of a single FBG presenting two phase shifts acts as a single
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Figure 2.4: Two DFB cavities of different grating period in the same optical fiber.

cavity, where the two resonances are under the influence of each other. It is demon-
strated by varying only one phase shift of the previous structure, as it affects to both
resonances, in contrast to the two cascaded DFB cavities scheme of figure 2.4.

With the proposed structure, two DFB cavities lasing at different wavelengths
are implemented using a single fiber Bragg grating. Figure 2.5 shows the calculated
passive response of the cascaded phase-shifted gratings. The grating section with a
higher grating period shows its spectral stopband centered at longer wavelengths. A
narrow transmission peak appears in each stopband due to the grating phase shifts. In
our laser setup, the half grating stretching as well as both local phase shifts are induced
by PZT actuators, allowing a complete control on them. Other authors have proposed
similar structures to achieve dual-wavelength optical emission. In reference [19] two
different gratings written in the same fiber are used to induce two DFB cavities, and
tunability of the modes frequency difference is demonstrated by heating up one of
the DFB lasers. In comparison to our option, the work in [19] is based on writing
two different gratings in the same fiber, and the tuning mechanism is thermal, with a
much slower response than the PZT response. Other works employ more complicated
fiber gratings than uniform gratings to reach dual-wavelength emission [7, 8], being
the emission wavelengths fixed, without any tuning mechanism integrated in the laser.

The maximum wavelength separation reachable with the proposed scheme ranges
hundreds of pm, which corresponds to photodetected signal frequencies of tens of GHz.

L
1

L
2

Figure 2.5: Spectral transmission response of two phase-shifted gratings with periods Λ1 and Λ2.
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Such high frequencies signals have been measured in this thesis by means of external
harmonic mixing in conjunction with the electrical spectrum analyzer. Spectra of up
to 75 GHz photogenerated signals have been captured. Optical linewidths were also
measured via Brillouin back-scattering amplification [20].
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ABSTRACT

A novel tunable dual-wavelength DFB fiber laser is presented. It is based on the optical reso-
nances induced by two local phase shifts introduced in the periodic structure of an erbium-doped
fiber Bragg grating. A dynamic control of the phase shifts, which are generated by piezoelectric
transducers, permits the tunability of the wavelength spacing between the optical harmonics of the
laser signal. The wavelength spacing is continuously tuned from 0.128 to 7 GHz. Moreover, a MW
carrier is created within such frequency tuning range by the heterodyne photodetection of the dual-
wavelength laser signal.

I. Introduction

Dual-wavelength lasers are used in a wide variety of applications in wavelength-division-
multiplexing communications systems [1], sensing [2], lidar-radar systems [3], high-resolu-
tion interferometry [4], or microwave photonic generation [5]. Such applications can take
advantage of the inherent properties of fiber lasers such as narrow linewidth, high signal-
to-noise ratio and fiber compatibility. Thus, different alternatives for dual-wavelength oper-
ation of fiber lasers are being proposed in the last years: the use of filters to select the lasing
modes within the laser cavity is a straightforward method to generate a dual-wavelength
signal [1,6,7]. However, these lasers are built with relatively long cavities, hence they do
not operate with a single longitudinal mode at each lasing wavelength. This drawback
is overcome by distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) or distributed feedback (DFB) dual-
wavelength fiber lasers which, in addition, have a very compact structure. Since the first
demonstration of a dual-wavelength DFB fiber laser [8], several structures of the cavity of
the dual-wavelength fiber laser have been proposed [9-12], where the spacing between las-
ing wavelengths is fixed. A tunable wavelength spacing is of high interest in applications
such as microwave generation or high-resolution spectroscopy. Recently, Li et al. have
demonstrated tunable dual-wavelength emission using two cascaded DFB fiber lasers [13],
where the tunability is performed by temperature control of one of the lasers. In this paper a
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single DFB fiber laser is used to generate a tunable dual-wavelength emission. The tunabil-
ity is carried out by inducing two dynamic phase shifts superimposed locally in the FBG of
the laser cavity. As shown in [14] the magnitude of an FBG phase shift can be controlled
dinamycally with electromechanical actuators. In our case, the phase shifts are induced in-
dependently by two piezoelectric actuators (PZT), which allow for a faster tuning response
than temperature control. The wavelength spacing between the lasing modes is adjusted
by detuning both phase shifts symmetrically from a π-phase shift value, which ensures
the emission of laser modes of equal amplitude. The wavelength spacing is continuously
tuned from 0.128 to 7 GHz and a microwave (MW) carrier is created within such frequency
tuning range by the heterodyne photodetection of the dual-wavelength laser signal.

II. Operating principles and experimental set-up

When two phase shifts are induced in the periodic structure of a uniform FBG, two
transmission peaks appear in the transmission stop-band response. Fig. 1(a) shows the
structure of an FBG with two π-phase shifts. The wavelength spacing between the trans-
mission peaks depends on the spatial separation and the difference between the magnitudes
of the two phase shifts. In particular, if both phase shifts vary symmetrically from a π-
phase shift value, i.e., one of the phase shifts has a value of π+∆φ and the other π-∆φ,
then the wavelengths of the transmission peaks separate symmetrically from each other
with respect to the Bragg wavelength of the FBG and the transmission peaks are equiva-
lent in terms of amplitude and linewidth. This condition ensures a laser emission with two
longitudinal modes of equal amplitude. Note that the working principle of the fiber laser is
different from that of two cascaded single-wavelength lasers. For the last case the emitted
wavelengths could be tuned independently since each resonance would oscillate in different
cavities. In the presented laser, a variation of only one of the phase-shifts implies a variation
of both wavelengths, as these resonances share a common cavity.

Fig. 2 illustrates the theoretical transmission spectra of a uniform 15 cm long FBG for
the case of two π-phase shifts, 2.5π/3 and 3.5π/3 phase shifts and 2π/3 and 4π/3 phase
shifts, respectively, which have been calculated using the coupled mode theory and the
transfer matrix method. The inset of Fig. 2 gives the wavelength separation between trans-
mission peaks as a function of the phase increment ∆φ. The greater the value of the differ-
ence ∆φ, the higher the wavelength spacing between transmission peaks. The phase shifts
are induced by two PZTs stuck to the fiber. When a DC voltage drives the PZTs, a me-
chanical strain is applied on the fiber, and a phase shift is created by a local variation of the
period and the refractive index of the FBG. Fig. 1(b) shows the theoretical profile of the
amplitude of the electric field inside a uniform FBG as function of the position in the prop-
agation axis. It has been calculated using the coupled mode theory and the transfer matrix
method for the two resonant wavelengths and for the phase shift configurations considered
in Fig. 2.

As illustrated in Fig. 1(b), when the difference ∆φ increases, the field of a given res-
onance wavelength tends to concentrate gradually in one of the locations where a phase
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Figure 1: (a) Scheme of a uniform FBG of period Λ0 with two spatial π-phase shifts. (b) Amplitude of the
optical field as function of the position in the propagation axis for both resonance wavelengths in the cases of
a phase difference ∆φ=0 (up), ∆φ=0.5π/3 (middle) and ∆φ=π/3 (down).

shift has been performed, instead of concentrating at both locations at a time (as it happens
when ∆φ=0). This effect is exploited to reduce the mode competition in the laser emission
dynamics, particularly at higher ∆φ, since each single longitudinal mode is amplified by
separate sections of the active medium.

Fig. 3 shows the experimental set-up. The DFB fiber laser consists of a 15-cm uniform
grating written in an Er3+-doped single-mode fiber. The absorption coefficient of the fiber at
979 nm and its peak absorption at 1530 nm are 13 and 20 dB/m, respectively. The two phase
shifts are induced by two PZTs glued to the FBG and driven by a DC voltage source. The
PZTs are cubes of 2x2x2 mm, and are situated symmetrically with respect to the center of
the grating, separated 2 cm from each other. Besides the actuators, the fiber ends are fixed,
and the FBG length (hence the Bragg wavelength) can be modified with a µm-precision
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Figure 2: Transmittance spectra of a uniform FBG with two phase shifts for the cases of a phase difference
∆φ of 0, 0.5π/3 and π/3. Inset shows the wavelength spacing for different phase increments ∆φ.

positioner. A 980 nm diode laser pumps the fiber laser through a 980/1530 WDM, which
extracts the output 1530 nm signal.

III. Results

We measured the optical spectrum of the laser output with a 10 pm resolution optical
spectrum analyzer when pumping with 60 mW optical power. Dual-wavelength operation
with equalized amplitudes of both laser modes is obtained by adjusting the µm-precision
positioner and the DC driving voltage of the PZTs. Two single longitudinal modes with a
power level of -13 dBm are emitted by the fiber laser. Fig. 4 shows the optical spectrum
for different tuning values. CW operation with a wavelength spacing from 1 pm to 54 pm
can be established. The maximum reachable value of 54 pm is limited by the bandwidth
of the FBG. On the other hand, the minimum value of 1 pm is constrained by the spatial
separation of the PZTs [15].

WDM
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Diode laser
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Figure 3: Configuration of the tunable dual-wavelength EDFL.
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tudinal modes in the range 0.128-7 GHz.
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Figure 6: Electrical spectrum of a 5.41 GHz photogenerated signal.

The optical output can be photodetected in order to generate a microwave signal. Fig.
5 shows the electrical spectra of the photodetected signals corresponding with the optical
spectra of Fig. 4. The frequency of the photogenerated carrier can be continuously tuned,
and a sweep of 1 GHz step has been performed. The 1-54 pm optical tuning range corre-
sponds with a 0.128-7 GHz electrical tuning range. The spectrum of a 5.41 GHz carrier is
shown in Fig. 6, which exhibits a 3dB bandwidth of 3 MHz and a signal-to-noise ratio of
32 dB.

Fig. 5 shows an undesired harmonic close to the photogenerated main harmonic. Due to
the birefringence of the erbium-doped fiber, the laser emission presents two eigen polariza-
tion modes for each wavelength. The typical birefringence of a single mode fiber is 10−6,
which results in a 135 MHz separation between orthogonal modes for a Bragg wavelength
of 1530 nm. This value agrees satisfactorily with the separation observed experimentally in
Fig. 5. In order to suppress this effect, an option could be exerting an external strain to the
fiber, creating a suitable birefringence for single polarization emission. On the other hand, a
polarization-dependent-loss fiber, instead of a standard fiber, could be used as active cavity
of the laser. These fibers exhibit high losses in one of the orthogonal polarization, therefore
only a single polarization state would be amplified appropriately for lasing.

The stability of the generated microwave signal is limited, with drifts of 100 MHz
and considerable amplitude fluctuations due to gain mode competition. This problem is
probably caused by a combination of effects. On the one hand, the existence of Er3+ ion
pairs due to the high doping concentration of the fiber may cause optical self-pulsation
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effects, which could be avoided by co-doping the erbium fiber with aluminum [16]. On the
other hand, excited state absorption and concentration quenching due to interionic energy
transfer in highly-doped erbium fibers may cause wavelength jitter of the laser signal.

IV. Conclusion

A novel dual-wavelength DFB fiber laser with tunable wavelength spacing has been
proposed. Two PZTs are used to control dynamically the local phase shifts introduced in
an erbium-doped FBG, permitting the tunability of the emitted modes. Single longitudinal
mode operation of the two wavelengths is obtained, and a microwave signal is photode-
tected, achieving a continuous tuning frequency range from 0.128 to 7 GHz.
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ABSTRACT

A dual-wavelength fiber laser source based on two cascaded phase-shifted fiber Bragg gratings
is presented. The gratings are written in an erbium-doped fiber, each configuring the cavity of a
distributed feedback fiber laser. The spacing between lasing modes is controlled dynamically by the
use of piezoelectric actuators. A continuous tuning range of 5-724 pm of the wavelength difference,
which is equivalent to a photodetected 0.72-92 GHz range, is obtained. Efficient generation from
the L to the W microwave and millimeter bands has been achieved by heterodyne photodetection of
the dual-wavelength optical signal.

I. Introduction

The use of multi-wavelength fiber lasers has attracted a great research interest due to
their applications in optical communications, sensing, radio astronomy or high resolution
spectroscopy. Such fiber lasers offer interesting advantages such as narrow linewidths,
fiber compatibility and high signal-to-noise ratio. Thus, different alternatives for dual-
wavelength operation of fiber lasers are being proposed in the last years: the use of filters
to select the lasing modes within the laser cavity is a straightforward method to generate
a dual-wavelength signal [1, 2]. However, these lasers are built with relatively long cavi-
ties, hence they do not operate with a single longitudinal mode at each lasing wavelength.
This drawback is overcome by distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) or distributed feedback
(DFB) dual-wavelength fiber lasers which, in addition, have a very compact structure. Since
the first demonstration of a dual-wavelength DFB fiber laser [3], several structures for the
cavity of the dual-wavelength fiber laser have been proposed [4-7], where the spacing be-
tween lasing wavelengths is fixed. Tunable wavelength spacing is of high interest in ap-
plications such as microwave generation, high-resolution spectroscopy and reconfigurable
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wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) systems [8, 9]. Recently, Li et al. have demon-
strated tunable dual-wavelength emission using two cascaded DFB fiber lasers [10], where
the tunability was performed by temperature control of one of the lasers.

In this work a dual-wavelength room-temperature fiber laser based on two cascaded
DFB sections implemented in a single fiber Bragg grating (FBG) is presented. Each section
performs a single-wavelength laser emission with different grating period. A phase shift is
induced in the center of each section in order to induce the lasing operation. These phase
shifts can be controlled dynamically by electromechanical actuators [11]. The wavelength
spacing between the two lasing modes is adjusted by stretching one of the sections and,
therefore, shifting the stop-band spectral response of such grating section. The stretching
is carried out dynamically by a piezoelectric actuator (plumbum zirconate titanate, PZT).
Compared to a temperature-based option [10], this method allows a fast and continuous
control of the wavelength spacing tunability. We demonstrate a continuous wavelength
spacing tuning range from 5 to 724 pm, which corresponds to a millimeter signal frequency
of 0.75 to 92 GHz when the dual-wavelength laser signal is photodetected. This frequency
range covers bands of potential wireless communication applications, such as 38.6-40 GHz
used for licensed high-speed microwave data links, 60 GHz short-range data links, and
71-76, 81-86 GHz point-to-point high-bandwidth communication links.

II. Dual-Wavelength Operating Principle

Single-frequency operation of DFB fiber laser is well-known currently [7, 10]. When
two phase shifts are induced in the periodic structure of a uniform FBG, two transmission
peaks appear in the transmission stop-band response. This phenomenon was exploited in
a previous work to perform a tunable dual-wavelength fiber laser [12], where two phase
shifts were induced in the grating using two PZT. The phase shifts could be controlled dy-
namically, thus allowing dynamic control of the wavelength difference. Nevertheless, the
tunability was limited by the width of the stop-band response of the grating, of the order
of 50 pm. In order to increase the tuning range of the wavelength spacing, a new approach
is investigated. Fig. 1(a) illustrates the structure of the laser cavity: A single fiber grating
is split in two sections with different grating periods. In this way, a dual-wavelength laser
signal is obtained as the combined emission of two cascaded single-wavelength DFB fiber
lasers. This scheme is conceptually different from the one presented in [12], which was
based on one unique dual-wavelength DFB laser. Each section has a different grating pe-
riod and a local phase shift in its center. These phase shifts create a single transmission
peak in each of the stop-band response. The theoretical transmittance of the overall FBG
is plotted in Fig. 1(b), where two stop-band responses corresponding with the two sections
can be observed. The fiber where the FBG is written is doped with erbium. Hence, when
pumping with a 980 nm diode laser, each cavity of the fiber laser oscillates at the wave-
length corresponding to its transmission peak and, therefore, two single longitudinal modes
are emitted.
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Figure 1: (a) Scheme of a uniform FBG of period Λ0 and length L0 (up), and the same FBG divided into
two sections with periods Λ1 and Λ2 (down). A local phase shift is performed in the center of each section.
(b) Theoretical transmittance spectrum of the FBG split in two phase shifted gratings (PSG) sections, each
with an induced local π-phase shift.
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Figure 2: Configuration of the tunable dual-wavelength fiber laser.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2. The pump signal, provided by a 980 nm
diode laser is launched into the laser cavity through a 980/1530 WDM. The fiber laser
cavity consists of a 15-cm uniform 1.53-µm centered grating written in an Er3+-doped
single-mode fiber. The absorption coefficient of the fiber at 979 nm and its peak absorption
at 1530 nm are 13 and 20 dB/m respectively. The overall grating is glued to three piezo-
electric actuators (PZT1, PZT2 and PZT3). In the case of PZT3, one of its ends is glued to
the central point of the grating, and the opposite one is glued to the optical table. The right
side of the fiber is also glued to the optical table (glue drops are depicted in Fig. 2 as green
circles). PZT3 is 3.6 cm long and stretches one half of the grating, DFB2 section in Fig. 2,
increasing in this way the original period Λ0 only in the right half of the grating. PZT1 and
PZT2 are 0.2 cm long, and they are used to induce the local phase shifts in the center of
each grating section.

Each PZT is driven by its own computer controlled direct current (DC) voltage source.
This permits a dynamic and independent control of two parameters, the wavelength spac-
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ing between the lasing modes and the amplitudes of the lasing modes. On the one hand, the
coarse wavelength spacing (determined by the variation of the period of the second section
of the grating) is set by the driving voltage of PZT3. A fine wavelength spacing adjustment
can be carried out by PZT1 and PZT2, as they control the induced phase shifts of the DFB
sections, therefore shifting the transmission peak within each grating response. On the other
hand, the amplitude of the lasing modes can be controlled by PZT1 and PZT2. The magni-
tude of the phase shift induced in a uniform grating not only determines the transmission
peak spectral position within the grating response, but also the width of this peak; the closer
is the value of the phase shift to π, the narrower is the transmission peak. In our fiber laser
we have two cascaded DFB in the same active fiber, and it was observed that one of the
lasing modes was predominant over the other when the first one has a narrower peak width.
In this way the amplitudes can be equalized adjusting PZT1 and PZT2. Furthermore, the
laser can operate in dual-wavelength or in single-wavelength emission regime, since both
wavelength emissions are dynamically and independently controlled.

III. Experimental Results

We measured the optical spectrum of the laser output with a 10 pm resolution optical
spectrum analyzer when pumping with 100 mW optical power. Dual-wavelength operation
with equalized amplitudes of both laser modes is obtained by adjusting the DC driving
voltages of the PZTs. Two single longitudinal modes with a power level of −10 dBm are
emitted by the fiber laser. Fig. 3(a) shows the optical spectrum for wavelength spacings of
68 pm and 724 pm, respectively. The action of the three piezo actuators results in a con-
tinuous tuning spacing from 5 pm to 724 pm. A measurement of the laser linewidth when
operating in single wavelength regime is illustrated in Fig. 3(b), showing a 0.22-pm FWHM
linewidth. The measurement has been performed utilizing a recently published technique
which is based on the amplification of the laser signal by means of the Brillouin back-
scattering peak of a tunable laser [13]. The theoretical spectral resolution of this technique
is of 0.08 pm.

The dual-wavelength emission property of this type of laser has been exploited to eval-
uate its performance as a photonic source of mm-wave signals. A photodetector was placed
in the laser output in order to generate a microwave signal via the heterodyne mixing of the
two optical modes of the fiber laser. Fig. 4(a) shows the electric spectra of the photogen-
erated signal for different wavelength spacings. The figure corresponds with a wavelength
spacing sweep of 4 GHz step, from 0.7 to 40 GHz. The upper frequency of the sweep was
limited by the bandwidth of the spectrum analyzer. Nevertheless the maximum wavelength
spacing observed of 724 pm would correspond with a maximum photogenerated signal
frequency of 92 GHz. As an example of such extended performance, a 75 GHz frequency
signal was photogenerated using an external harmonic mixer with the analyzer. This mixer
downconverts the radio frequency (RF) of 75 GHz to an intermediate frequency (IF) of 0.4
GHz, using a local oscillator (LO) of 12.4 GHz provided by the analyzer. The IF signal is
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obtained using the 6th harmonic product following the expression fIF = fRF − 6 ∗ fOL. Its
spectrum is shown in Fig. 4(b), which exhibits a 3dB bandwidth of 750 kHz and a signal-
to-noise ratio of 16 dB. The external mixer introduces 28 dB of conversion loss, therefore
the level of the 75 GHz photogenerated signal is expected to be of −32 dBm, in accordance
with the trend observed in Fig. 4(a). The floor noise level shown in Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) is
due to the spectrum analyzer and the external mixer, so a higher signal-to-noise ratio of the
photogenerated signal is expected.

Due to the birefringence of the fiber, the laser emission presents two eigen polariza-
tion modes for each wavelength. These modes compete for the cavity gain, and reduce the
emission stability. The typical value of birefringence of a single-mode fiber is 10−6, which
results in a 135 MHz separation between orthogonal polarization modes for a Bragg wave-
length of 1530 nm. The inset included in Fig. 3(b) shows the optical spectrum of one of the
DFB wavelengths, where two eigen polarization modes can be observed. The separation
of these two modes is 0.9 pm, resulting in 115 MHz for 1530 nm. This value is in good
agreement with the expected spectral separation for a typical birefringence value. In order
to suppress this effect, an option could be exerting an external strain to the fiber, creating
a suitable birefringence for single polarization emission. On the other hand, a polarization-
dependent-loss fiber, instead of a standard fiber, could be used as active cavity of the laser.
These fibers exhibit high losses in one of the orthogonal polarization, therefore only a single
polarization state would be amplified appropriately for lasing.

The optical signal emitted by the fiber laser shows frequency drifts of 1MHz and con-
siderable amplitude fluctuations due to gain competition. Since the phase shifts in the DFBs
are induced by piezoelectric actuators, random electromechanical and temperature varia-
tions could also be a source of instabilities.

IV. Conclusion

A dual-wavelength DFB fiber laser source based on two cascaded phase-shifted FBGs
has been proposed. By the exploitation of the electromechanical properties of piezoelec-
tric actuators a dynamic tunability of the wavelength spacing between lasing modes is
performed. The fiber laser exhibits single longitudinal mode operation of the two wave-
lengths, and a continuous tuning wavelength spacing range from 5 to 724 pm has been
demonstrated. Furthermore, the heterodyne mixing of the two optical modes has resulted
in the generation of mm-wave signals of frequencies up to 75 GHz.
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Chapter 3

Mode-locked fiber lasers

3.1 Introduction

Ultrafast optical sources have attracted great research interest for decades, and nowa-
days short pulsed laser systems find numerous applications in areas of fundamental
research as well as for telecommunication, medical and industrial applications. Ultra-
fast laser systems are used for time resolved studies in chemistry [1], optical frequency
metrology [2], OTDM communication systems [3], terahertz generation [4], two photon
and CARS spectroscopy and microscopy [5], and optical coherence tomography [6].
Other medical related applications are eye laser surgery and dentist drills [7]. In the
industry, ultrafast lasers are used for micro-machining and marking [8,9]. The corner
stone of ultrafast optics is the mode-locked laser, and development of mode-locked
lasers has been a huge research field in itself. Mode-locked fiber lasers have become
indispensable tools in many fields as their use is no longer relegated to the optics
community. These devices have become commercially available in the last decade,
and put an emphasis on long-term performance and reliability as these devices are
beginning to be integrated into complex systems for very different areas.

In this chapter we study different mode-locked erbium-doped fiber laser archi-
tectures. Active and passive mode-locking are explored to obtain a complete set of
mode-locked fiber lasers able to fulfil target specifications of photonic-assisted analog
to digital applications [10]. Mach-Zehnder modulators represent the best option to
build actively mode-locked lasers with a fiber ring cavity, allowing control of the pulse
repetition frequency provided by external microwave signal synthesizers. To passively
mode-lock our erbium-doped fiber lasers, we will employ semiconductor saturable ab-
sorbers. The use of intracavity polarizing fiber is also explored: control of the passive
mode-locking operation regime is demonstrated via polarization state adjustment. Nu-
merical calculations obtained from nonlinear Schrödinger equation model accompany
the experimental results.
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Lastly, carbon nanotubes have proven to be ultrafast optical nonlinear materials,
finding recent application as saturable absorbers in passive mode-locking [11]. One
challenge of dealing with carbon nanotubes is their integration in optical fiber cavities.
We study an innovative structure where interaction of light with nanotubes deposited
on fiber cladding is assisted through a tilted fiber Bragg grating.

3.2 Active and passive mode-locked fiber lasers

Mode-locked fiber lasers base their optical pulsed operation on longitudinal cavity
mode phase locking. Other optical pulsed sources, like Q-switched lasers, are based
on more intuitive pulsing mechanisms like temporal variation of the cavity Q factor.
Pulse formation in mode-locked lasers requires oscillating longitudinal modes to keep
a common phase reference, thus the temporal summation of continuous wave oscil-
lating modes results in a coherent pulsed pattern. This phenomenon was previously
illustrated in figure 1.7. Depending on how the phase reference is imposed to the cavity
longitudinal modes, mode-locking can be classified as active or passive mode-locking.
In this thesis, we study the design of mode-locked fiber lasers for microwave photonics
applications. In particular, we focus on how high repetition rate optical sources are
of special interest in photonic-assisted analog to digital converters (PADC).

An analog to digital converter (ADC) is a device that converts an analog input
signal to a digital number sequence proportional to the magnitude of the signal. The
main limitations of traditional electronic analog to digital conversion are:

• Noise contributions (thermal, shot, flicker,. . . ), mostly affecting ADC resolution
at lower frequencies.

• Jitter: The uncertainty due to the clock phase noise limits the accuracy when
sampling the input signal, hence limiting the maximum input frequency in the
ADC.

• Ambiguity: Circuits in charge of comparisons between the input signal and
certain references need some time to generate the digital signal and recover
from the comparison. Ambiguity is the main limitation at high frequencies.

PADCs take advantage of low jitter pulsed optical sources to overcome the elec-
tronic oscillator limitations. Depending on which ADC process (sampling and/or
quantization) is carried out in the optical domain, PADCs are divided into: 1) Pho-
tonic assisted ADC in which a photonic device is added to an electronic ADC to
improve performance, 2) photonic sampling and electronic quantization ADC, 3)
electronic sampling and photonic quantization ADC, and 4) photonic sampling and
quantization ADC. The photonic technology is still very immature for quantizing the
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Figure 3.1: Experimental setup of an active mode-locked erbium-doped fiber laser

sampled signal, being then more convenient using architectures based on photonic
sampling and electronic quantization than full photonic ADCs [12,13].

One interesting PADC scheme in terms of reduced complexity and improved per-
formance in terms of jitter noise is the implementation of a photonic sampling and
track-and-hold placed as a front-end of a standard electronic ADC [14]. It consists of
a pulsed optical source that feeds an optical intensity modulator, and then the opti-
cal signal is transferred to the electrical domain by photodetection. The analog radio
frequency (RF) signal to be digitalized modulates the optical pulse train. The combi-
nation of optical source, modulator and photodetector provides a photonic sampling
stage for the subsequent electronic quantization stage. The use of very stable optical
pulsed laser, with a jitter of few femtoseconds, low amplitude noise and ultra-short
temporal duration (femtosecond range) contributes to an outstanding performance
improvement beyond the fundamental electronic limitations. Mode-locked fiber lasers
are excellent candidates as compact low-noise PADC pulsed optical sources.

Intensity modulators are usually employed in active mode-locking fiber ring lasers
[15]. In active mode-locked lasers, the cavity loss is periodically modulated, and opti-
cal signal levels at minimums of cavity loss are promoted to build up. The modulation
frequency has to match exactly the fundamental frequency of the cavity or a multiple
of it. In this sense, the loss modulation induces the longitudinal oscillating modes to
arrange their optical phase to a common reference, and eventually a pulsed pattern
is obtained. Pulse shortening is limited by the finite gain bandwidth of the optical
laser medium, and steady-state pulses show a width much smaller than the modu-
lation window. A ring cavity active mode-locked erbium-doped fiber laser scheme is
shown in figure 3.1. The main advantage of active mode-locking is the external control
of the pulse repetition frequency through electronic local oscillators or synthesizers.
The commercial availability of high bandwidth modulators easily allows repetition
frequencies over 40 GHz [16]. For the fabrication of actively mode-locked fiber lasers,
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electro-optic Mach-Zehnder modulators (MZM) were used in this thesis.

An optical Mach-Zehnder modulator is an intensity modulator based on the electro-
optic effect of a crystal and a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. Figure 3.2 broadly depicts
the structure of a MZM. One of the electro-optic crystals most used in modulators
for telecommunication applications is lithium niobate (LiNbO3). Other electro-optic
materials used in Mach-Zehnder modulators are indium phosphide (InP) and gallium
arsenide (GaAs). Materials showing electro-optical effect (or Pockels effect) are able
to modify their refractive index under an applied electrical field. Light that propagates
in such crystals are influenced by the variable medium refractive index. This effect is
exploited in electro-optical modulators to convert temporal signal variations into opti-
cal phase variations. If an interferometric structure is build in the crystal, then optical
phase variations turn to intensity variations. In figure 3.2, a Mach Zehnder interfer-
ometer is integrated in the electro-optic crystal by means of optical waveguides, being
diffused titanium the most common waveguide structure for LiNbO3 crystals. When
one arm of the interferometer suffers a refractive index change, the interferometer
output experiences an intensity change. The application of electric fields in the inter-
ferometer arms is realized by means of metallic RF electrodes. The structure of figure
3.2 shows an unbalanced single drive configuration, as only one arm is modulated
by the electric signal. Even though this is the simplest Mach-Zehnder configuration,
unbalanced single drive modulators are not used in practice due to the chirp that
this kind of modulators adds to the optical signal. Instead, balanced single drive and
balanced differential drive configurations include a control of the inserted chirp as
both interferometric arms are modulated. Fundamental modulation bandwidth limits
are imposed by electrode design. Accurate travelling wave electrode designs provide
bandwidths over 50 GHz. Another property of MZMs is their dependence with optical
input polarization, so they generally need a polarization controller to optimize the
modulation depth.

On the other hand, passive mode-locked lasers achieve the phase locking process

RF

LiNbO3

Electrodes

Ti waveguides

Optical

input

Optical

output

Figure 3.2: Mach-Zehnder modulator estructure. A Mach-Zehnder interferometer with one arm
modulated by the RF signal provides an optical intensity modulation of the input light.
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without external assistance in contrast to active mode-locking. Passive mode-locking
is accomplished through an intensity-dependent mechanism implemented in the cav-
ity. If this mechanism induces lower losses when high intensity level signals propagate,
then pulsed signals are promoted against continuous wave and noisy signals, which
suffer higher insertion losses. This effect is repeated each roundtrip until a steady-
state pulsed regime is obtained, i. e., the oscillating longitudinal modes have acquired a
common phase reference. There are several ways to achieve intensity-dependent losses
or saturable absorption. For fiber lasers, the most common passive mode-locking tech-
niques are non-linear polarization rotation (NLPR) [17–19] and saturable absorbers
(SA) [20,21]. We will focus on the latter.

Saturable absorbers exhibit insertion losses that saturate with the optical input
intensity (see equation (1.7) on page 14). For the fiber lasers developed, we will use
semiconductor saturable absorbers (SESA). These devices can work in transmission
or reflection operation, the latter being known as semiconductor saturable absorber
mirror (SESAM), and they are commercially available for mode-locking lasers [22].
SESAs and SESAMs are based on saturable absorber layers made of semiconductor
material with a direct band gap slightly lower than the photon energy, and they are
generally made up of InGaAs quantum wells. SESAMs include a Bragg mirror to per-
form the reflectivity, usually made of GaAs/AlAs structures. When light is launched
to the saturable absorber, electron-hole pairs are created in the semiconducting layer.
As the number of photons increases, more electrons are excited, however only a cer-
tain number of electron-hole pairs can be created, hence the absorption is saturated.
The electron-hole pairs recombine non-radiatively and, after a certain period of time,
the saturable absorber is ready to absorb photons again. The key parameters for a
saturable absorber are its dynamic response, recovery time, wavelength range, satu-
ration intensity, modulation depth and the non-saturable losses. Equation (1.7) (page
14) assumes an instantaneous SA. If we take into account the recovery time, then the
insertion loss derivative follows the expression

∂α(t)

∂t
= −α− α0

τSA
− α

|A(t)|
ESA

, (3.1)

with α0 being the saturation absorption, A(t) is the instantaneous amplitude of the
incoming pulse, τSA is the SA recovery time and ESA the saturation energy. A com-
parison between an instantaneous SA and a SA with 10 ps of recovery time is shown
together with the optical pulse profile in figure 3.3. In our passive mode-locking fiber
lasers with ring cavity structure, a fiber pigtailed transmission SESA is introduced in
the cavity, while for linear cavities, a SESAM butt-coupled to an optical fiber is used.

The experimental results obtained with the different mode-locked fiber laser set-
ups are accompanied by numerical calculations. In order to simulate pulsed mode-
locked fiber lasers, the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE) is used [23]. NLSE
describes pulse propagation in nonlinear and dispersive mediums. A general form of
the NLSE is
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NLSE works with the slow-varying envelope A of an optical pulse and not with the
instantaneous optical filed of angular frequency ω0. Equation (3.2) models the optical
fiber effects of dispersion and nonlinearity (Kerr effect) through the parameters β2 and
γ respectively. β2 is defined as the second derivative of the propagation constant, and
represents chromatic dispersion. Chromatic dispersion in an optical fiber comes from
the dependence of the effective index on frequency, due to the presence of medium
dispersion and waveguide dispersion. The dependence of refractive index on optical
intensity results in nonlinear effects. In equation (3.2), more complex nonlinear effects
such as stimulated Raman scattering and self-steepening are neglected. The temporal
variable T represents a group velocity moving-frame through the relation T = t−β1z.
Optical loss and gain are given by the parameters α and g respectively, and the gain
is assumed to have a parabolic spectral response. Gain bandwidth Ωg determines the
parameter Dg = g/Ω2

g.

Optical pulses propagating through optical fibers experience nonlinear effects, dis-
persion, and losses/gain. Nonlinearity produces self phase modulation (SPM), since
the own pulse modifies the medium in which it propagates. The principal consequence
of SPM is a modification of the pulse spectrum, usually resulting in spectral broaden-
ing. Chromatic dispersion causes a wavelength-dependent propagation velocity. Since
pulse spectra have finite bandwidth, different spectral components travel at different
speeds, and the pulse suffers a temporal broadening and becomes chirped. Optical
fiber losses are in practice considered constant with frequency. However, optical gain,
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generally coming from pumped rare earth doped fibers, has a spectral response with
a finite bandwidth. In mode-locked fiber lasers the gain bandwidth determines intrin-
sically the maximum emission bandwidth, therefore limiting the minimum achievable
pulse temporal width.

Mode-locking operation was introduced in section 1.3 as a regime where multiple
lasing longitudinal modes of an optical cavity keep a common phase reference among
them. Therefore, the temporal summation of all the oscillating modes yields a pulsed
and periodic signal (refer to figure 1.7 on page 11). In the frequency domain, the
spectrum of an optical pulsed signal is equal to discrete components separated by the
repetition frequency of the pulse train. These spectral components follow the envelope
of the Fourier transform of the slow-varying pulse amplitude, and this spectrum is
centered at the optical carrier wavelength. When working with the NLSE, we compute
the propagation of the slow-varying amplitude of a single pulse. Since mode-locking
implies a shared phase reference among spectral components, then the phase of the
slow-varying envelope Fourier transform has to be linear in mode-locking operation.
Figure 3.4 illustrates the calculated output pulse of a passively mode-locked fiber laser
operating in solitonic regime (one of the lasers developed in this thesis), in temporal
and spectral domain. A linear phase of the spectrum is clearly seen in figure 3.4 (b).
The temporal and spectral shapes correspond to the theoretical pulse solution of the
mode-locked equation under saturable absorber effects, which has the expression [24]:

A = A0 sech

(
T

τ

)1+jβ

. (3.3)

The hyperbolic secant pulse of equation (3.3) has a pulse duration τ , a pulse
amplitude A0 and a chirp parameter β.

The NLSE is solved using the split-step Fourier transform method [25]. Linear ef-
fects in NLSE such as dispersion are easily treated in the frequency domain, whereas
nonlinear interactions are often (but not always) more conveniently handled in the

(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: Calculated pulse for a passively mode-locked fiber laser. (a) Temporal amplitude and
phase. (b) Magnitude and phase of the pulse spectrum.
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time domain. Whenever required, switching between both domains can be done with
a fast Fourier transform algorithm. The (weak) dispersive and nonlinear effects corre-
sponding to short pieces of fiber are alternately applied. The numerical errors associ-
ated with the finite longitudinal step size are minimized with a special symmetrization
technique, which allows for higher accuracies without excessively increased computa-
tion times.

Numerical calculations in mode-locked fiber ring lasers have been carried out prop-
agating an optical pulse through the different fiber sections. When the optical pulse
reach the end on the last fiber section (i. e., it completes a roundtrip), then it is
injected to the first section again, to start with the next roundtrip. This process is
repeated until a steady-state solution is obtained. NLSE computes the propagation of
optical pulses through optical fibers. The rest of components of the fiber laser, such
as intensity modulators, saturable absorbers and so on, have been modelled locally.
For instance, the effects of a Mach-Zehnder modulator are applied to the propagating
pulse through the following insertion losses expression:

ILMZM(ωRF ) = ILMZM 0 +M (1− cos (ωRFT )) , (3.4)

where ILMZM 0 are the insertion losses in decibels of the MZM, M is the modulation
depth, and ωRF is the modulation angular frequency.

3.3 Fiber laser with intracavity polarizing fibers

In the previous section, active and passive mode-locking employing intensity modula-
tors and saturable absorbers have been described. For the passive mode-locked fiber
laser scheme, the use of intracavity sections of polarizing fiber has been studied. The
initial purpose of using polarizing fiber in a ring cavity was the mode-locking through
nonlinear polarization rotation mechanism. NLPR fiber lasers usually use bulk polar-
izers, necessitating the coupling between fiber and bulk segments and also inducing
insertion loss. The use of polarizing fibers avoids this coupling stage [26,27].

A polarizing (PZ) fiber, also known as single-polarization fiber, is an optical fiber
which presents different propagation losses depending on the light polarization state.
45o tilted fiber Bragg gratings have demonstrated to constitute high-bandwidth all-
fiber polarizers [27]. Another way to implement single-polarization comprises a fiber
optical design that only supports guidance in one polarization state for a given band-
width or, in other words, the cut-off frequencies for both orthogonal polarizations have
to be highly distanced. Bow-tie high-birefringence and high-elliptical cladding fibers
can exhibit this kind of single-polarization guidance [28, 29]. In this thesis we have
used the latter one, being commercially available and ready to splice with standard
single mode fibers.
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Figure 3.5: (a) Lyot filter scheme (up) and spectral response for a π/4 orientation between PM
fiber birefringence axis and polarizer axis (down). (b) Polarizing fiber scheme (up) and spectral
response (down). Spectral filtering is dependent on the polarizing ratio.

The insertion of a section of polarizing fiber in a ring cavity yields a polarization
dependent loss, promoting single-polarization laser emission. In addition, the high-
elliptical cladding polarizing fiber is highly birefringent, so orthogonal polarization
components are not only unequally attenuated, but also are propagated with different
velocities. The combination of high birefringence fibers and polarizers can result in
a periodic spectral filter, known as fiber Lyot filter [30]. Traditional fiber Lyot filters
are built from a polarization controller, a polarization-maintaining (PM) fiber and a
polarizer (see figure 3.5 (a)). The filter depth depends on the angle formed by the
polarizer angle and the PM birefringent angle, being maximum for a π/4 orientation.
The periodicity of the filter is defined by the length and the birefringence of the PM
fiber. In our laser proposal, the action of the PZ fiber also induces spectral filtering,
but the polarizing fiber principle is not exactly the same as the Lyot filter.

The key difference between the polarizing fiber and a Lyot fiber is the polarizing
ratio. A Lyot filter works with an ideal polarizer, i. e., with an infinite extinction ratio.
The polarization-dependent loss of the PZ fiber is proportional to the PZ fiber length,
and the extinction ratio is intentionally finite and much lower than conventional
polarizers. In our cavity, two polarization controllers are allocated asides the polarizing
fiber, as figure 3.5 (b) shows. It is possible to analyze the equivalent system of a high
birefringence fiber, a polarizer with a finite extinction ratio (and the polarizing axis
aligned with the birefringence axis of the fiber), and a polarization controller using
the Jones matrix formalism. Taking their Jones matrix expressions as follows:
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High birefringence fiber: PM =

(
1 0
0 e−j∆φ

)
, (3.5)

polarizer with finite extinction ratio: PZ =

(
1 0
0 τ

)
, (3.6)

polarization controller: PC =

(
cos(θ)ej

∆ϕ
2 sin(θ)ej

∆ϕ
2

− sin(θ)e−j∆ϕ
2 cos(θ)e−j∆ϕ

2

)
, (3.7)

where ∆φ denotes the linear phase shift between two polarization components induced
by the fiber, θ and ∆ϕ are the rotation angle and the phase shift between components
introduced by the polarization controller respectively, and τ represents the polarizing
losses. The power transmission for the x component is:

|Tx|2 = cos2(θ) + τ 2 sin2(θ) + τ sin(2θ) cos(∆φ). (3.8)

The last term represents the filtering effect, weighted by the polarizing losses τ .
In comparison with the Lyot filter response, the filtering depth of the PZ fiber is
determined by the polarizing extinction ratio, fixed by the length of the PZ fiber, and
by the polarization controller angle θ. The maximum filtering depth is τ . This weak
effect will be responsible for, under certain angles of both polarization controllers,
a multiwavelength spectral emission with separation between modes dependent on
the birefringence and the length of the polarizing fiber. For the fiber length used in
experiments, the spectral separation is in the range of 100 GHz.

Besides, the elliptical cladding polarizing fiber also exhibits dispersion birefrin-
gence, i. e., different chromatic dispersion for each orthogonal polarization. Thus
adjusting the input polarization state will also provide a control in the dispersion in-
troduced by the polarizing fiber. This effect will be useful for our mode-locked laser,
as pulse propagation under soliton regime is sensible to the cavity net dispersion. In
conjunction with the weak spectral filtering effect, the PZ fiber will allow operating
regimes of high and low dispersion solitonic regimes, and a 100 GHz multiwavelength
regime. This last one is equivalent to a harmonic multiplication of the pulse repetition
frequency thanks to the spectral filtering.

The numerical calculations carried out for this scheme cannot use the scalar
NLSE (3.2) any longer. Instead, two orthogonal polarizations have to be taken into
account; therefore the coupled nonlinear Schrödinger equations (CNLSE) must be
solved. These equations take the form
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Now, both slow-varying envelopes Ax and Ay are propagated, representing the two
linear orthogonal polarizations. In comparison to the scalar NLSE shown in equation
(3.2), the temporal variable is not normalized to the group velocity since in bire-
fringent mediums the group velocities differ from ortoghonal polarizations. Medium
birefringence is denoted by the modal birefringence ∆β0 = β0x − β0y, group birefrin-
gence β1i and dispersion birefringence β2i, for i = x, y. Note the explicit polarization
dependence of optical losses αi and chromatic dispersion β2i, aimed to properly model
the PZ fiber of the cavity. Polarization controllers will be locally modelled by three
waveplates (λ/4 - λ/2 - λ/4) through their Jones matrix. The rest of considerations
of the scalar case are applicable for the CNLSE resolution.

3.4 Carbon nanotube-based saturable absorbers

Intensity-dependent cavity loss is the fundamental mechanism to passively mode-
locking fiber lasers. Several options can produce intensity-dependent losses, like non-
linear polarization rotation or the use of saturable absorbers. The most common sat-
urable absorbers used in mode-locked fiber lasers are semiconductor SAs. Recently,
effective saturable absorption is being reported in new materials, such as carbon nan-
otubes (CNTs). CNTs have proven to be a highly nonlinear optical material, with
ultrafast response, and wide bandwidth, suitable for passive mode-locking [11]. Sev-
eral passive mode-locked fiber lasers using carbon nanotubes have been published in
the last years [31–36], showing a great potential as nonlinear material in the near
infrared (NIR).

Carbon nanotubes are allotropes of carbon with a cylindrical nanostructure. A
common view of the CNT structure is imagining a one-atom-thick sheet of carbon
atomes, known as graphene, which is rolled to form a cylinder (see figure 3.6 left).
The cylinder diameter ranges few nanometers, and its length is usually about hun-
dreds of micrometers. These dimensions provide very large aspect ratios, so carbon
nanotubes perform as one dimensional material. CNTs exhibit remarkable electrical
conductivities (1,000 times greater than copper) [37], mechanical (tensile strength
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Figure 3.6: Carbon nanotube chirality. The rolling angle of the graphene sheet defines the nanotube
chirality, and indexes (n,m) determine it through the grid basis a1 and a2.

100 times greater than stainless steel) [38] and thermal properties (thermal conduc-
tivity 10 times greater than copper) [39]. The one dimensional nanotube structure
also provides interesting optical properties. CNTs can be categorized as single-walled
nanotubes (SWNT) and multi-walled nanotubes (MWNT). The former consist of only
one graphene layer, while the latter have several concentric graphene layers. In our
optical nonlinear application, we will focus on single walled nanotubes.

There are infinite possible combinations of rolling a graphene sheet to form a
carbon nanotube. The rolling angle defines the chirality of the nanotube. Figure 3.6
right illustrates this concept. A hexagonal grid represents the graphene sheet, where
each vertex represents a carbon atom. The chirality vector Ch is equivalent to the
circumference of the nanotube, establishing how the sheet is rolled up. The longitu-
dinal nanotube axis is represented by the vector T . If we set a grid basis through the
unitary vectors a1 and a2, it is possible to express the chirality through two indexes
(n,m) as

Ch = na1 +ma2. (3.10)

Tubes having n = m (chiral angle = 30◦) are called ”armchair” and those with
m = 0 (chiral angle = 0◦) ”zigzag”. Given a pair of indexes, it is easy to calculate the
nanotube diameter through the expression

d =
|Ch|
π

=
a

π

√
n2 + nm+m2, (3.11)

where a denotes the modulus of vectors a1 and a2, and is equal to 0.246 nm. De-
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pending on the index pair, a carbon nanotube behaves as a metal or a semiconductor.
Metallic nanotube chiralities fulfill the relation n−m = 3k (k integer), while semicon-
ducting nanotube chiralities obey n−m ̸= 3k. Due to their one dimensional structure,
carbon nanotubes present discontinuities in their density of states (DOS), called Van
Hove singularities. Optical transitions occur between Van Hove singularities appearing
at the conduction (c1, c2, ...) and valence (v1, v2, ...) bands, generally for v1−c1, v2−c2,
... states, as cross-over transitions (vp − cq, p ̸= q) are dipole-forbidden and thus are
extremely weak. Bandgap energies are directly related to the structure of the carbon
nanotube, consequently, it is relatively easy to selectively excite nanotubes having
certain (n,m) indexes, as well as to detect optical signals from individual nanotubes.
A useful tool to identify carbon nanotubes is the Kataura plot [40], which relates the
nanotube diameter and its bandgap energies for all nanotubes in a diameter range.

Corresponding to optical bangaps, semiconducting SWNTs show optical absorp-
tion spectral peaks. The wavelength of the absorption peaks depends on the nanotube
diameters. Typical nanotube diameters in a sample range 0.7-1.5 nm and exhibit
bandgap energies within 1.2-0.6 eV, corresponding to the optical wavelength of 1-2
µm. This wavelength range is suitable for most photonic applications, and can be
tuned by choosing a proper diameter. Nevertheless, selective growth of one particular
chirality of semiconducting nanotubes is not yet possible with the current fabrica-
tion processes. Therefore, the sample is always a mixture of several or many kinds
of semiconducting and metallic CNTs. Chirality distribution is determined by the
fabrication method, and mean tube diameter is controllable by fabrication conditions
in some extent. A random distribution of tube diameters provides a wide bandwidth
of saturable absorbance, being beneficial for passive mode-locking applications.

3.4.1 Nonlinear optical properties

Similar to semiconductor saturable absorbers, the optical absorption of SWNT can
saturate with high-intensity light since the possible states at conduction band become
full and those at valence band empty. However, the temporal response of CNTs is
inherently faster than semiconductor materials, with recovery times of hundreds of
femtoseconds [41]. In addition, third-order nonlinearities χ(3) responsible for saturable
absorption and Kerr effect are reported to be very high due to the resonant nature
of nanotubes. Theoretically predicted ℜ(χ(3)) under the resonance condition is as
high as ∼10−6 esu, which corresponds to the nonlinear refractive index n2 ∼2·10−8

cm2/W [42], although it is highly wavelength dependent. This is an extremely high
third-order nonlinearity, compared with other optical materials, such as silica glass
(n2 ∼3·10−16 cm2/W) and silicon (n2 ∼4·10−14 cm2/W), and with highly nonlinear
polymer composites like PTS (n2 ∼3·10−12 cm2/W) and polydiacetylene 9-BCMU
(n2 ∼1.9·10−10 cm2/W).

In nonlinear optics field, the nonlinear coefficient γ is used to express the accumu-
lated nonlinear phase suffered by a propagating optical signal per optical power and
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distance, and it is expressed as

γ =
2πn2

λ0Aeff

, (3.12)

where λ0 and Aeff are the wavelength of light and effective area respectively. The
nonlinear refractive index coefficient 2·10−8 cm2/W of CNTs results in a γ coefficient
of 1.0134·108 W−1km−1. Here, it is assumed Aeff = 80 µm2, which is a typical value for
single mode optical fibers. This nonlinear coefficient is substantially high compared to
commercially available highly nonlinear fibers and nonlinear photonic crystal fibers,
with coefficients around 10 W−1km−1 [43, 44]. High nonlinear coefficients and fast
response times are usually in trade-off relation. Typically, optical fiber nonlinearities,
like Kerr effect, have fast responses with low nonlinear coefficient. On the other hand,
semiconductor based devices have high nonlinear coefficients with slower response
times. CNTs posses a much higher nonlinear coefficient with ultrafast response due
to their nanostructures and bundled conditions.

The high third-order nonlinearity of SWNTs at optical frequencies has made this
nanocomposite an ideal candidate for passive mode-locking and ultrafast all-optical
switching. Several mode-locked fiber lasers using nanotubes have been proposed in the
last years. Compared to semiconductor absorbers, not only the nonlinear temporal
response of SWNTs is faster, but the optical bandwidth is exceedingly wider, due
to the random nanotube diameter distribution explained previously. Passive mode-
locking of three different fiber lasers (Yb-, Er- and Tm:Ho-doped emitting at 1.05, 1.56
and 1.99 µm respectively) using a single SWCNT sample has been demonstrated [45].
CNT-based absorbers can be fabricated to operate both in transmission or reflection,
which allows the use of either ring or linear cavity configuration [31]. Integration of
nanotubes in optical cavities has been approached with different techniques, such as
free-space [31,46], fiber-end [47], waveguide [48], and fiber structures [49–51].

Another advantage of SWNTs for photonics applications is their possible combi-
nation with integrated devices. Light propagating through waveguides covered with
an external layer of CNTs experiences high third-order nonlinearity in short lengths,
resulting in compact nonlinear optical devices. Planar waveguides loaded with carbon
nanotubes have proven all-optical ultrafast switching effects [52]. Also, Four-Wave
Mixing (FWM) has been demonstrated in a similar structure, showing potential ap-
plication in high-bit-rate wavelength conversion applications [53]. Integration of CNTs
in photonic circuits opens a promising technology in which carbon nanotubes cannot
only be exploited as nonlinear materials, but also as light emitters [54] and photode-
tectors [55].
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3.4.2 Fabrication and characterization of CNT-based fiber
devices

The ultrafast saturable absorption characteristics of SWNTs have led to their use in
passive mode-locked lasers. In fiber lasers, integration of nanotubes in the fiber cavity
is the most challenging part. Some techniques used for incorporating nanotubes in
fiber cavities are:

• CNT composite polymers [56].

• CNT deposition on D-shaped fibers [57].

• Fiber microchannels filled with CNTs [58].

• CNT selective deposition on fiber ends [59].

• Hollow fibers filled with CNTs [60].

• CNT deposition in tapered fibes [61].

D-shaped, hollow and tapered optical fibers have been proposed to take advan-
tage of the evanescent field interaction with SWNTs, distributing that interaction
along the fiber length. The distributed interaction overcomes some inherent draw-
backs of intracavity transversal CNT films configurations, such as need for alignment
and focusing stages, low CNT burn thresholds, and low nonlinear interaction length.
Nevertheless, these techniques require special optical fiber, which are quite fragile
and complex to handle. In this thesis we present an innovative technique to allow a
distributed interaction of light with CNTs in standard optical fibers. The proposed
technique makes use of tilted fiber Bragg gratings (TFBG) to allow propagating light
to couple to the outer fiber medium.

A TFBG is a fiber Bragg grating in which the index modulation planes are not
orthogonal to the fiber axis but form a particular tilt angle. Figure 3.7 (a) depicts
the structure of a TFBG. The plane inclination enhances the coupling of light from
core mode to counter-propagating cladding mode resonances. Consequently, the grat-
ing transmission response is a multinotch response consisting of numerous cladding
mode resonances in addition to the core mode resonance, as figure 3.7 (b) illustrates.
In conventional FBGs, the core mode resonance wavelength (Bragg wavelength) is
directly related to the grating period Λ (see equation (2.2) on page 24). In the case
of a TFBG, the core mode resonance frequency is

λBragg = 2neff
Λ

cos(θ)
, (3.13)
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where the actual grating period Λ is projected along the fiber axis due to the tilt
angle θ. Cladding mode resonance frequencies can be obtained through the following
expression [62]:

λCladding(i) = (neff (i) + nC(i))
Λ

cos(θ)
, (3.14)

being neff (i) the effective index of the core mode at the wavelength of the ith
cladding-mode resonance, and nC(i) is the cladding-mode effective index at the same
wavelength. Then, when light is injected to a TFBG with a wavelength equal to
λCladding(i), then it will couple to the counter-propagating cladding mode i, with a
coupling strength determined by diverse factors as grating length, modulation depth,
etc. The counter-propagating energy travels with a cladding mode profile, so its mode
profile is not further confined to the fiber core, but extents to the cladding, and can
interact with the external medium. This interaction has been exploited in multiple
sensing applications [63]. We make use of cladding mode resonances in this chapter to
allow interaction of light propagating through the fiber core with carbon nanotubes.
For this purpose, an external layer of CNTs will be deposited on an optical fiber with
a TFBG written in it. Two techniques of CNT deposition have been studied. The first
one consisted of dip-coating of the optical fiber in a SWNT suspension, and the sec-
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Figure 3.7: (a) Tilted fiber Bragg grating structure. (b) Linear transmission response of a 4 deg
tilted fiber Bragg grating.
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Figure 3.8: Pump-probe phase sensitive set-up. Before the sample the input train consists of a
probe, a pump and a reference pulse. After transmitting through the sample, the reference and
probe pulses are beaten in time and the beating reference signal is detected by a lock-in amplifier.

ond one was based on wrapping of a SWNT film around the optical fiber. Dip-coating
provided a thinner and more homogeneous layer of SWNTs on the fiber. In contrast,
the wrapping technique produced a much thicker coating, but with less control of the
uniformity of the wrapping.

Effective nonlinear interaction of injected light with SWNTs is demonstrated by a
pump-probe phase-sensitive experiment [64]. This nonlinear effect cannot be charac-
terized through continuous wave set-ups like common FWM characterization setups,
as intense CW signals produce an overheating of the whole structure, and the cladding
mode spectral shifts observed are due to thermal effects, hiding actual CNT nonlin-
ear effects. Even more, CW intense signals can damage the CNT outer layer. For this
reason, it is necessary an optical pulsed set-up, able to provide an optical signal with
low average powers and high peak powers, of levels ranging kW, suitable for nonlinear
excitation.

The set-up employed is shown in figure 3.8. An initial optical pulse is processed to
obtain a three-pulse train; a pump, a probe and a reference pulse. The reference and
the probe pulses are modulated by means of acusto-optic modulators with slightly
different frequencies, in our case, with 80 and 80.04 MHz. This pulse train is launched
to the sample, the CNT-coated TFBG, after optimization of the pump, probe and ref-
erence polarization states. After the sample, the optical train enters an interferometer
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in order to beat the reference and the probe pulses. The difference frequency compo-
nent of 40 kHz is detected through a lock-in amplifier. With this setup, the reference
pulse passes through the sample without exciting nonlinear effects. Then, the pump
probe with a high intensity interacts with the optical fiber external layer through
cladding mode resonance coupling, exciting the nonlinearities of the CNT layer. Fi-
nally, a probe pulse propagates through the sample under the excited nonlinearities,
experiencing a different propagation compared to the reference pulse. Changes of
amplitude and phase of the probe pulse results in measured changes of phase and
amplitude of the 40 kHz beat note. A delay line in the pump pulse path allows the
nonlinear temporal response capture. All the setup is based on optical fiber, without
any free-space stage requirement, and the effective temporal resolution is set by the
laser pulse width of 1 ps.
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ABSTRACT

We present a complete set of mode-locked fiber lasers designed for photonic analog to digital
conversion. Design, simulation, fabrication and characterization of Er-doped fiber lasers have been
carried out optimizing their performance to suit the requirements of high speed and high resolution
photonic-assisted analog to digital converters. The required properties have been approached by
active mode-locking based on amplitude modulation of the cavity losses through a Mach-Zehnder
modulator, and passive mode-locking based on fast semiconductor saturable absorbers and intracav-
ity polarizing fibers. The use of an intracavity polarizing fiber in combination with a fast saturable
absorber allows dynamic control of the operation regimes through polarization control. In addition
to these oscillators designed with ring cavity structure, a short linear cavity with fundamental rep-
etition frequency of the order of 1 GHz is studied, and an effective continuous tunability of the
repetition frequency is obtained via an electromechanical transducer. Pulsed repetition rates up to
20 GHz, pulsewidths down to 500 fs and time jitters below 180 fs have been obtained. Fiber lasers
based on standard and commercially available telecom devices have been demonstrated to be a
low-cost, compact and versatile optical source for photonic-assisted analog to digital conversion.

I. Introduction

Interest in ultra-short optical pulse sources is rapidly growing due to the wide range of
emerging areas where subpicosecond pulses are providing new advances, from ultra-high-
bit-rate optical communications (such as OFDM systems [1]) to ultrafast spectroscopy [2]
and biomedical applications [3]. Mode-locked fiber lasers are reliable, compact and cost-
effective sources of stable sub-picosecond pulses [4]. Fiber lasers offer a set of properties
suitable for the generation of ultrashort pulses through mode-locking techniques, either ac-
tive or passive. The bandwidth of the gain provided by fibers doped with rare earths is of
the order of tens of nanometers, allowing the generation of pulses with timewidths of hun-
dreds of femtoseconds. Also, the fabrication of erbium-doped fiber lasers is of lower cost
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than other mode-locked laser technologies, since they are based mostly on telecom standard
components and free space optics is avoided. In this work we present a study of different
laser cavities and mode-locking techniques intended to obtain a pulsed optical source with
the optimum properties required to be implemented in a photonics-assisted analog to dig-
ital converter (PADC), where the source will act as optical clock of the sampling process
[5]. High-speed high-resolution PADCs require pulsed signals of repetition rates of tens of
GHz, pulse durations of hundreds of fs and time jitters of tens of fs [6], which have been
the aimed properties of the lasers developed in this work.

This objective has been approached by designing, simulating, fabricating and character-
izing active and passive mode-locking fiber sources with different cavity structures. When
implementing active mode-locking through cavity loss modulation, repetition frequencies
of tens of GHz and dynamic frequency tunability through external clock synthesizers are
possible. Alternatively, passive mode-locking employing a fast saturable absorber (SA)
avoids the use of external electronic devices, providing ultra-short optical pulses through
saturable absorption shaping and solitonic pulse propagation [7]. Nevertheless the repe-
tition frequency of passive mode-locked lasers is usually fixed by the natural cavity op-
tical length. In the passive SA mode-locked scheme of this work, several techniques of
harmonic mode-locking to achieve higher repetition rates are investigated. An innovative
passive mode-locked structure based on an intracavity polarizing fiber has been studied [8],
and a dynamic control of its operation regimes has been shown. By controlling the state of
polarization of the oscillating signal, this laser was able to emit in high and low dispersion
solitonic mode-locked regime, and 100 GHz multiwavelength regime. Finally, a short lin-
ear cavity fiber laser mode-locked by a semiconductor saturable absorber mirror (SESAM)
is proposed. The fundamental repetition frequency of the cavity is 1.4 GHz, and can be dy-
namically tuned through fiber stretching via a transducer actuator, achieving a tuning range
of ∼0.5 MHz. Pulsed repetion rates up to 20 GHz, pulsewidths down to 500 fs, amplitude
noise lower than 0.56% and time jitters below 180 fs have been obtained by the different
mode-locked fiber laser schemes.

II. Photonic-assisted analog to digital conversion

Analog to digital conversion is a field where photonics have found direct and intensive
application in overcoming the limitations of traditional electronic converters. Bandwidth
and equivalent number of bits (ENOB) are ADC key performance parameters, and the
main limits imposed to ADC electronics are the following: a) Noise contributions, b) jitter
and c) ambiguity. The traditional solution to increase the maximum frequency that can be
digitalized by ADCs is implemented employing electronic Track-and-Holds (T&H), which
enable the fast sampling of the RF signals and are placed as an analog front-end of the
ADC, allowing the direct digitalization at frequencies of dozens of GHz. Nevertheless,
due to intrinsic limitations of the sampling electronics, T&H presents the characteristics of
having a limited dynamic range at high frequencies. On the other hand, advanced telecom-
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Figure 1: Photonic sampling ADC scheme. MZM: Mach-Zehnder modulator. PD: Photodiode.

munications systems, such as high-bit-rate satellite links, need for compact and reduced
subsystems. Photonic-assisted ADCs overcome fundamental limitations of traditional elec-
tronics thanks to the use of highly stable optical pulsed sources and high bandwidth optical
devices.

PADC implementations can be generally divided into four main classes, depending on
which part of the conversion (sampling and quantization) is performed by photonics: 1)
Photonic assisted ADC in which a photonic device is added to an electronic ADC to im-
prove performance, 2) photonic sampling and electronic quantizing ADC, 3) electronic
sampling and photonic quantizing ADC, and 4) photonic sampling and quantizing ADC
[5]. It can be deduced from the results obtained through many years of research in the
photonic digitalization area that the tendency has been a wide increase of the sampling
frequency without bringing, unluckily, a wide increase in the number of bits. The use of
photonic components like mode-locked lasers or Mach-Zehnder modulators increases con-
siderably the performance of analog-to-digital converters since these devices allow to raise
the sampling rates and the maximum input frequencies up to values not achievable by cur-
rent electronic devices with high performance. Nevertheless, the photonic technology is
still very immature for quantizing the sampled signal, being then more convenient using
architectures based on photonic sampling and electronic quantization than full photonic
ADCs.

Fig. 1 shows the architecture of the photonic sampling ADC. This configuration enables
an optimum sampling of the radio frequency (RF) signal thanks to the use of a very stable
optical pulsed laser, with a jitter of few femtoseconds, low amplitude noise and ultra-short
temporal duration (fs range)[9]. The RF signal is sampled using an electro-optical mod-
ulator, which exhibits ultra low second-order distortion, a very low third order distortion
and an infinite decoupling between the sampling and the quantification parts of the system.
These characteristics enable to have a frequency independent dynamic range, optimizing
the digitalization system performance and eventually overcoming the electrical ADCs and
T&Hs limitations.
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Applying a sub-sampling configuration enables the direct down-conversion of high fre-
quency channels eliminating the necessity of RF down-conversion and filtering chains be-
fore the digitalization. This RF electronics saving is considerable when a high number of
channels are considered. Therefore, transparent digitalization of Ka band (26.5-40 GHz)
channels is possible using sampling rates of few GHz, since this sample rate must be dou-
ble the channel bandwidth, usually in the order of hundreds of MHz. Sampling frequency
fS of the PADC is set by the pulse repetition frequency of the optical source. The maximum
input frequency to the photonic sampling ADC is generally limited by the modulator band-
width, easily over 50 GHz for off-the-shelf Mach-Zehnder modulators. In terms of optical
source requirements, temporal (jitter) and amplitude stability are important to improve the
ENOB of traditional electronic converters. The optical pulses width has to be short enough
to perform a clear and non-ambiguous sample of the RF input signal, and pulsewidths of
hundreds of fs are highly desired. Furthermore, when sub-sampling down-conversion is
applied, the sampled signal must not cross an integer multiple of fS/2 to prevent over-
lapping of the aliased components. Sources with tunable repetition frequency capacity are
desirable to prevent from this situation, and tuning ranges of hundreds of kHz are sufficient
for the bandwidths and carrier frequencies considered. Besides, strict payload weight and
volume specification in space applications requires very compact and light optical sources
implementations.

Fiber lasers are excellent candidates as compact PADC pulsed optical sources. Mode-
locked fiber lasers provide pulse trains with high amplitude stability and time jitters of tens
of fs. Repetition frequency of GHz in fiber lasers can be tailored with different approaches.
In the next section, several mode-locked fiber laser architectures have been implemented
and validated as theoretically as experimentally.

III. Mode-locking fiber laser implementations

In this section the four types of fiber lasers developed are presented, focusing on the
description of the working principle and cavity structure of the sources. Numerical simu-
lations of the cavities’ operation are carried out, and experimental characterization of the
pulsed emission in the optical, electrical and time domains is presented. In order to numer-
ically model the fiber laser emission features, pulse propagation is computed through the
nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE), which takes the following form [10]:
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NLSE describes the propagation of the slow-varying envelope A(z, T ) of an optical
pulse. Parameters β2, α and g denote the group-velocity dispersion, attenuation and gain of
the optical fiber respectively. The bandwidth of the gain medium is modeled by the gain dis-
persion Dg through the relation Dg = g/Ω2

g, where Ωg is the half-width at half-maximum
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(HWHM) gain bandwidth, assuming a parabolic approximation. The right-handed term of
the equation expresses the self-phase modulation (SPM) nonlinearity through the γ coeffi-
cient. The SPM coefficient is given by the nonlinear refractive n2 of the optical fiber and
the effective area Aeff of the laser mode in the fiber core according to γ = 2πn2/(λ0Aeff ).
More complex nonlinear effects such as stimulated Raman scattering and self-steepening
are neglected in (1). A frame of reference moving with the pulse at the group velocity vg
is used in the NLSE by the transformation T = t − β1z. Regarding the active medium
gain, we assume a saturation over the propagation of many optical pulses, i.e., with the
average power. Thus we always consider that the gain is saturated to its stationary value
corresponding to the average power Pavg.

The NLSE is solved using the split-step Fourier transform method. For the particular
laser design with a polarizing fiber in the cavity (see section III.C), both linear polarizations
will be taken into account solving the coupled nonlinear Schrödinger equations (CNLSE).
In order to simulate the ring laser cavities, the optical pulse is propagated through the dif-
ferent fiber sections that make up each cavity, injecting the resulting pulse into the first
section as a roundtrip is completed, and the output is extracted after convergence. This con-
vergence is checked by stabilization of parameters like pulse peak power or pulsewidth,
usually reached in few thousands of roundtrips, depending on the particular cavity configu-
ration. The fiber laser simulation strategy was the propagation of the optical pulse through
the different fiber sections that each particular cavity contains, and the discrete application
of lumped optical elements such as modulators, polarization controllers and saturable ab-
sorbers. Computed pulse temporal wavefuctions and optical spectrums are extracted from
calculations.

Phase and amplitude noise of the studied mode-locked fiber lasers are evaluated by
measuring the sidebands power spectra of the photodetected harmonics spectra. In mode-
locked optical sources, amplitude and phase noise on the optical power envelope cause a
broadening of the individual harmonics [11]. The relative power level for amplitude noise
sidebands remains constant for increasing harmonic number, whereas for phase noise side-
bands the relative level increases as the square of the harmonic number. The power integral
of noise sidebands relates to phase and amplitude noise with the expresion

σ2
n = σ2

A + 2πnf0σ
2
AT + (2πnf0)

2 σ2
T , (2)

where σ2
n is the noise power of the nth harmonic integrated over both the positive and

negative sidebands, σ2
A is the root mean square (RMS) amplitude noise, f0 is the pulse

repetition frequency, σ2
AT is the RMS amplitude to time jitter noise and σ2

T is the RMS
time jitter. Analyzing the integrated noise power of several harmonics in a given frequency
range, it is possible to estimate the RMS amplitude and jitter noise of the optical source.

A. Actively mode-locked laser based on electrooptic modulators
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Figure 2: Actively mode-locked erbium-doped fiber laser with a ring structure cavity. DFB: distributed
feedback diode laser PC: Polarization controller MZM: Lithium niobate (LiNbO3) Mach-Zehnder modulator.
WDM: 980 / 1550 wavelength division multiplexer.

The pulsed regime of this type of laser is based on the active modulation of the cavity
losses using a Mach-Zehnder electro-optical modulator (MZM) [12]. With active mode-
locking it is possible to control the mode-locked repetition frequency from an external
modulation signal. The periodic loss modulation promotes the phase of longitudinal cavity
modes to arrange in a locked reference to produce an optical pulse in the minimum of cavity
losses.

The cavity structure is depicted in Fig. 2. It consisted of a ring cavity with 3 m of erbium
doped fiber Fibercore DHB1500 (peak absorption of 15 dB/m at 1530 nm), pumped by a
976 nm diode laser through a 980/1550 nm wavelength division multiplexer (WDM). The
amplitude modulation was performed by a JDS Uniphase OC-192 Mach-Zehnder modula-
tor. A polarization controller provides the optimum state of polarization for the MZM input.
An optical isolator is inserted in the ring to prevent bidirectional lasing operation. Finally,
a 90:10 output coupler extracts the optical output of the fiber laser.

For the numerical simulation, the effect of the MZM was discretely modeled as a loss
modulation:

ILMZM(ωRF ) = ILMZM0 +M (1− cos(ωRFT )) , (3)

where ILMZM0 are the insertion losses in decibels of the MZM biased at quadrature bias
(QB) point, M is the modulation depth (in decibels), ωRF is the modulation angular fre-
quency and T is the delayed frame time.

Experimental stable emission of very low amplitude and phase noise is observed when
the frequency of the synthesizer is adjusted to a multiple of the fundamental resonant fre-
quency of the ring cavity, with output powers over 5 dBm. Tunable repetition rate of the
pulsed emission is obtained in the whole synthesizer band: 0 - 20 GHz. Optical spectra
of the laser working at repetition frequencies of 1.3 and 9.8 GHz are depicted in Fig. 3,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Calculated and experimental optical spectra of the actively modelocked emission at a pulsed
repetition rate of 1.3 GHz, a pump current of 460 mA and a MZM modulation RF power of 20 dBm. Inset
zooms in on the simulated optical components showing an optical separation of 10 pm. (b) Calculated and
experimental optical spectra at a repetition rate of 9.8 GHz, pump current of 460 mA and modulation RF
power of 15 dBm (linear scale).

compared with the simulated spectra. Experimental spectrum shows a wider bandwidth
than the simulated one in Fig 3a. The optical pulse propagation in the cavity can be influ-
enced by chromatic dispersion and nonlinearity to perform a solitonic pulse shaping, and
this effect has not been reflected in numerical calculations as intensely as in experimental
results. In this way, temporal width can be reduced and optical spectrum become wider.
The signals have been detected also with a 50 GHz photodetector and their corresponding
electric spectra have been analyzed, yielding spurious-free harmonics with SNR over 80 dB
and linewidths below the resolution of the electrical spectrum analyzer, 1Hz. The relative
power density of the noise sidebands of the first eight harmonics have been measured to
calculate the amplitude noise and time jitter. The equipment used is limited to 2.5 GHz, so
a modulation frequency of 216.74 MHz was applied in order to capture enough harmonics.
Integration of noise spectra from 10 Hz to 1 MHz allows us to estimate the amplitude and
time jitter from (2). Fig. 4 shows the noise sidebands and the integrated power with the
fitted parabolic function. From this curve, a time jitter of 4.6 ps and an amplitude noise of
2.27% are obtained.
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Figure 4: (a) Sideband power spectra of the first up to the eighth harmonic for the actively mode-locked
fiber laser (b) Integrated sideband power against harmonic number.

B. Passively mode-locked laser based on semiconductor saturable absorbers

One technique to passively mode-lock the fiber laser is the use of a saturable absorber
within the optical cavity. In comparison with active mode-locking described in the previous
section, saturable absorbers modulate passively the losses of the cavity experienced by
the propagated pulse, as the insertion losses of the absorber are dependent of the signal
intensity. This type of fiber laser results simple and robust. Very few components are needed
for its manufacture and, consequently, it is of an appreciably lower cost of fabrication than
the other mode-locking methods under study.

However, the pulsed emission is generated at the fundamental resonant frequency of
the cavity, typically of the order of tens of MHz. Hence, frequency conversion methods
are needed to obtain pulses at the repetition frequencies of several GHz required by fast
photonic ADCs. We have tested frequency conversion methods based on 1) Vernier effect
and 2) Intracavity filtering with ring resonators with high coupling constant [13], [14].
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Figure 5: Passively mode-locked erbium-doped fiber laser with a ring structure cavity. DFB: distributed
feedback diode laser PC: Polarization controller. SA: Semiconductor saturable absorber working in transmis-
sion. WDM: 980 / 1550 wavelength division multiplexer. FC: Frequency conversion module. ODL: Optical
delay line. Two different frequency conversion approaches have been studied; Vernier effect and intracavity
ring filtering.

The laser structure is shown in Fig. 5, which consists of 3 m of erbium doped fiber
Fibercore DHB1500, pumped by a 976 nm diode laser through a 980/1550 WDM. The
passive mode-locking is achieved through a Batop GmbH fiber pigtailed fast semiconduc-
tor saturable absorber, with a relaxation time of 2 ps, saturation energy of 235 pJ and 15%
of modulation depth. A polarization controller is included to adjust the state of polariza-
tion within the cavity. An isolator guarantees unidirectional lasing operation, and the laser
output is extracted via a 90:10 output coupler. Two frequency conversion techniques have
been put into practice: a second coupled cavity to exploit the Vernier effect and an intra-
cavity ring filter. Fig. 5 shows the two schemes introduced in the cavity as a frequency
conversion module. The first technique is based in the insertion of a fiber ring through an
optical coupler. This ring has a length comparable with the main cavity length. The overall
repetition frequency will be the lowest common multiple of both the main cavity and the
secondary ring [13]. With precise control in the length of the secondary ring, the original
repetition frequency has been multiplied from tens of MHz to 1.3 GHz. The second solu-
tion implemented consisted of the insertion of fiber ring filters in the cavity. In this way,
the longitudinal modes of the cavity are filtered by the high free spectral range (FSR) ring.
Several rings with different finesses have been explored. The finesse of a fiber ring filter
is directly related to the coupling ratio of the optical coupler, and coupling ratios from
0.1 to 10−4 were performed. On the other hand, FSRs of GHz require rings of tens of cm
long. Both methods have provided effective repetition frequency multiplication. Neverthe-
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Figure 6: (a) Sideband power spectra of 1st, 18th and 130th harmonic for the fast SA ML passively mode-
locked fiber laser (b) Integrated sideband power against harmonic number.

less, they showed insufficient suppression of spurious harmonics, with a resulting 1.3 GHz
pulsed signal with SNR below 15 dB.

The SA effect in the numerical calculation was evaluated as an insertion loss dependent
on the pulse intensity:

A(after SA, T ) = A(before SA, T ) exp

(
−q (A(z, T )) + qnon

2

)
. (4)

To take into account the temporal response of the absorber, the SA losses obey the
expression
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Figure 7: (a) Sideband power spectra of 1st, 40th and 210th harmonic for the solitonic passively mode-
locked fiber laser (b) Integrated sideband power against harmonic number.

∂q (A(z, T ))

∂T
= −q − q0

τSA
− q

|A(z, T )|
ESA

. (5)

In (5), τSA, q0 and ESA are the temporal response, the saturable loss and the satura-
tion energy of the saturable absorber respectively. Saturable absorption also includes an
amplitude-independent term qnon to account the non-saturable losses, which is directly
added to the saturable term as (4) shows. Optical pulses are propagated through fiber sec-
tions solving the NLSE, whereas the SA effect is applied discretely.

Several combinations between nonlinear coefficient and dispersion of the fibers inte-
grating the cavities have been studied to generate “self-starting” ultrafast mode-locked (fast
SA ML) regime and soliton regime [15], [16]. Solitonic shaping has produced pulses of
500 fs timewidth with a stability of several hours in a laboratory environment. Temporal
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Figure 8: (a) Simulated and measured optical spectrum of the laser emission at a pulsed repetition rate of
27 MHz, with a Gaussian-shaped bandwidth ∆λFWHM=10 nm. (b) Electrical spectrum of the photodetected
signal. Span of 5 GHz and resolution of 100 kHz.

measurements with a high-speed oscilloscope gave pulse duration jitter values below 30 fs.
Noise sidebands of harmonics 1, 18 and 130 are shown in Fig. 6a. Higher order harmon-
ics are chosen due to the relative low fundamental repetition frequency (27 MHz). The
RMS amplitude noise and time jitter derived from integrated noise power (see Fig. 6b)
are 52.3 ps and 2.33% respectively for the fast SA ML regime. When the laser operates
in solitonic regime, phase and amplitude noise improve substantially. Fig. 7 illustrates the
spectral sidebands for the 1st, 40th and 210th harmonics and the integrated noise fitted
curve. RMS amplitude noise of 0.56% and RMS time jitter of 180 fs are obtained from
the application of (2). It should be noted that relative sideband power densities shown in
Fig. 7a are limited to values greater than 110 dBc/Hz, due to equipment noise limitations.
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For this reason, better amplitude noise and time jitter of several tens of femtoseconds are
expected from the fiber laser. Fig. 8a shows the emission spectrum for the simulated and
the experimental case, showing a full width at half maximum of 10 nm. The dispersion of
SMF and Er doped-fiber were – 20 and 15 ps2/km respectively, and a nonlinear coefficient
of 1.5 mrad/(W·m) is assumed. The electrical photodetected spectrum is shown in Fig. 8b,
where a repetition frequency of 27 MHz is measured.

C. Passively mode-locked laser based on intracavity polarizing fibers

As explained in the previous section, passive modelocking with fast saturable absorbers,
not limited by the speed of electronic signal generators, allows the generation of ultra-short
pulses in the regimes of fast SA ML and soliton modelocking. On the other hand, Lyot
filters based on the combination of in-line polarizers and birefringent fibers have been ex-
ploited for the generation of a multiwavelength emission regime [17]. Recently, polarizing
(PZ) fibers with very low losses and ready to be spliced to standard fibers are commer-
cially available. In this section we demonstrate that introducing a PZ fiber in the cavity of a
SA mode-locked laser, pulsed soliton mode-locking with controllable cavity dispersion and
multiwavelength emission regimes can be obtained by controlling the state of polarization
at the input and output of the PZ fiber. In comparison with other laser structures incor-
porating high-birefringent fibers to implement intracavity Lyot filters [17], our proposal
performs the polarizing effect in a fiber, and does not require a polarizer.

The cavity of the fiber laser is shown in Fig. 9. The saturable absorber performs the
mode-locking stabilization mechanism. The fiber laser, without the PZ fiber, operates in
a soliton regime. When inserting the PZ fiber in combination with two polarization con-

DFB

WDMEr
3+

PC
1550 nm

90%

10%

Output

SA

PC Polarizing

fiber

973 nm

Figure 9: Scheme of the PZ fiber based passively mode-locked fiber laser setup. DFB: Distributed feed-
back pump diode laser; WDM: 980/1550 Wavelength Division Multiplexer; Er3+: erbium-doped fiber, PC:
Polarization controller; SA: Semiconductor saturable absorber. Up left) Cross section of the PZ fiber.
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trollers, it is possible to control the polarization-dependent losses applied to the optical
pulse each roundtrip. Together with its inherent high birefringence, the PZ fiber can par-
tially implement an intracavity multiwavelength Lyot filter [18], with configurability via
the polarization controllers. The filtering effect of the PZ fiber results in a multiwavelength
emission, therefore the fiber laser can be dynamically adjusted to operate in a pulsed or in
a multiwavelength regime. Furthermore, this kind of single-polarization fibers exhibits dif-
ferent chromatic dispersion in each principal axis known as birefringence dispersion [19].
The PZ fiber birefringence dispersion provides a tool to control the roundtrip accumulated
dispersion of the oscillating optical signal. Adjusting the cavity dispersion budget can allow
the control of the solitonic mode-locking operation.

The fiber ring cavity is composed of the following components: 3 m of erbium doped
fiber Fibercore DHB1500, pumped by a 400 mW diode laser at 976 nm through a 980/1550 nm
wavelength division multiplexer (WDM); 3 m of Verrillon highly birefringent polarizing
fiber (birefringence ∆n=10−3, 0.6 dB/m extinction ratio); A Batop fiber pigtailed fast semi-
conductor saturable absorber (the same used in the previous section); An optical isolator
to prevent bidirectional lasing operation; Two polarization controllers (PC) asides the po-
larizing fiber; A 90:10 output coupler; And finally ∼8 m of single-mode fiber (from all
component pigtails). The cross section of the PZ fiber is shown in the upper left side of Fig.
9, where a highly elliptical cladding can be observed. The estimated x and y polarization
dispersions of the PZ fiber were 20 and 53 ps2/km respectively.

In order to numerically model the fiber laser taking into account the amplitude polar-
ization, the scalar NLSE (1) has to be extended to the two orthogonal polarizations. Two
equations are derived, so-called the coupled nonlinear Schrödinger equation (CNLSE). The
SA insertion loss model is described in the previous section. Each PC is modelled in the
simulations by three waveplates (λ/4 - λ/2 - λ/4) through their Jones matrix.

The PZ fiber is considered as a Lyot filter in which the polarizing axes is identical to the
birefringence axis, ideally leading to no spectral filtering. In contrast to a conventional Lyot
filter where an ideal polarizer is required, the PZ fiber shows an intended finite polarization
extinction rate. The PZ fiber introduces a spectral filtering proportional to the polarizing
lossess [8]. The operating regimes of the laser depend on the relative orientation of the
state of polarization of the light with regard to the polarization axis of the PZ fiber. The
polarization state is adjusted by the two polarization controllers. An orientation resulting
in a low extinction ratio wavelength filtering results in a non-effective suppression of stim-
ulation of the filtered wavelengths, hence the laser operates in a low dispersion solitonic
regime with a repetition rate corresponding to the original FSR of the ring cavity (15 MHz)
and with a pulsewidth of 25 ps estimated from oscilloscope trace. Due to the unexpected
high time-bandwidth product, multipulse bunching is likely to occur, but the 7ps oscillo-
scope resolution was not sufficient to identify multipulse emission. Simulations provide
pulsewidths of 580 and 630 fs for the high and low dispersion soliton regime respectively,
and pulses energies of 100 pJ. Fig. 10 shows the calculated and measured optical output
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spectrum, showing a bandwidth of 8.2 nm FWHM. Depending on the effective amount of
polarization dispersion induced in the PZ fiber by the orientation of the PCs, a larger net
anomalous dispersion can be obtained and the laser works under a high dispersion soliton
regime. The calculated average cavity dispersion for the low and high dispersion regimes
were - 3.71 and - 0.073 ps2/km respectively, and the temporal pulsewidth in this regime is
600 fs, obtained from autocorrelation measurement. The differences in the Kelly sidebands
observed in the calculated and simulated spectra in Fig. 10 are attributed to deviations in
estimated cavity length and dispersion. When switching from high to low dispersion soliton
regime, Kelly sidebands are no longer visible, as their spectral positions shift away from
central wavelength due to the lower dispersion [20]. In terms of amplitude and phase noise,
this laser behaves equally than the passively mode-locked fiber laser studied in section
III.B. Noise sidebands of photodetected harmonics are similar to sidebands shown in Fig.
7, and, as in the latter case, RMS amplitude noise and time jitter below 0.56% and 180 fs
are expected respectively.

The third operation regime is achieved when an orientation results in a high extinction
ratio wavelength filtering, yielding a multiwavelength emission with a FSR of 106 GHz.
The 106 GHz wavelength spacing is in accordance with the length and birefringence of the
PZ fiber from the expression

∆λ =
λ2

∆nLPZ

, (6)

where ∆n and LPZ denote the modal birefringence and length of the polarizing fiber re-
spectively. Fig. 10b shows the experimental optical output spectra for the three operation
regimes. Each regime is achieved by fine adjustment of the polarization through the two
PCs. For the two modelocked regimes, a stable pulsed output signal is obtained. In contrast
to CW multiwavelength lasers, in which NLPR can be exploited as gain equalization [18],
the multiwavelength regime constitutes a harmonic mode-locking of 106 GHz pulse rep-
etition frequency. Unfortunately, no stable pulse emission was achieved from this regime.
We believe spectral filter finesse and pumping power are not high enough to reach stable
harmonic mode-locking. Fig. 10a includes the three operation regimes simulated spectra.
Amplitude and wavelength levels are adjusted for comparison with experimental plots.

D. Short cavity passively mode-locked laser

In addition to the ring structures analyzed in previous sections, another approach to
achieve pulse repetition frequencies in the range of GHz has been studied by implementing
short optical cavities. With a cavity length of few centimeters, the fundamental repetition
frequency is established in the GHz range. A fiber ring cavity structure with such cavity
lengths is not easy to implement since standard couplers and isolators required for this
structure are themselves of several centimeter length already. Instead, linear Fabry-Pérot
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Figure 10: Optical output spectra of the three operation regimes of the laser: 100 GHz multiwavelength
emission, high dispersion and low dispersion soliton operation. (a) Calculated spectra. (b) Measured spectra.

fiber cavities have shown to be excellent solutions for very-short cavity mode-locked fiber
lasers [21]. In this section, we have studied a 7 cm-long Fabry-Pérot cavity fiber laser
mode-locked through a semiconductor saturable absorber mirror (SESAM). Moreover, the
repetition frequency of the cavity is continuously tuned by stretching the cavity length
through an actuator.

The scheme of the fiber laser is shown in Fig. 11. A 7 cm section of Nufern Er/Yb-doped
double-clad fiber (70 dB/m of peak core absorption at 1530 nm) composes the cavity. The
pump signal, coming from a 980/1550 WDM, is coupled to the cavity through a dichroic
mirror deposited in the end facet of the active fiber. The dichroic mirror has a reflectance
of 98.5% at 1550 nm, and a transmittance of 96% at 980 nm. The other end facet of the
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cavity is coupled to a Batop SESAM with a modulation depth, saturation fluence and time
response of 22%, 30 µJ/cm2 and 2 ps respectively. A plumbum (lead) zirconate titanate
(PZT) piezoelectric actuator is stuck to the active fiber in order to mechanically stretch the
cavity length. The dimensions of the actuator are 5x5x36 mm, and it is controlled by a
0-100V DC source. The lasing signal at 1550 nm is extracted from the cavity through the
partially reflective dichroic mirror, and is forwarded to the 1550 nm WDM port. The whole
structure results in a high compact fiber-based system.

The short cavity fiber laser emits a pulsed signal with an average power of -12 dBm
when pumped at 160 mW, with a fundamental repetition frequency of 1.398 GHz. Fig. 12a
shows the optical spectrum obtained from simulation and experimental characterization.
The full width half maximum is ∆λFWHM=1.6 nm. In contrast to the ring structures ana-
lyzed previously, the whole cavity consists of active fiber with normal dispersion, therefore
pulse formation is carried out exclusively by saturable absorption, without solitonic pulse
shaping. Due to the effects of the SA temporal response and the chromatic dispersion of
the fiber, optical pulses develop a longer leading wing (see inset of Fig. 12a), and asymmet-
ric spectra are observed both experimentally and theoretically in Fig. 12a. Temporal pulse
durations are approximately 3 ps. The low output power of the laser prevented us from
performing noise measurements.

WDM

DFB

WDM

Er
3+

/ Yb
3+

973 nm

PZT

Driver

1550 nm

Output

DM SESAM

Figure 11: Scheme of the short cavity passively mode-locked fiber laser setup. DFB: Distributed feedback
pump diode laser; WDM: 980/1550 Wavelength division multiplexer; Er3+/Yb3+: Erbium/ytterbium-doped
fiber; DM: Dichroic mirror; SESAM: Semiconductor saturable absorber mirror.
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Figure 12: (a) Simulated and measured optical spectrum of the short cavity laser emission, showing a
bandwidth of ∆λFWHM=1.6 nm. Inset shows the temporal pulse. (b) Spectrum of the photodetected laser
output under cavity stretching. The spectral component plot corresponds to the sixth harmonic, showing a
tuning range of 3.2 MHz.

The PZT actuator stuck to the cavity allows the tunability of the laser fundamental repe-
tition rate. The actuator piezoelectric longitudinal displacement is 1100ppm, corresponding
to 39.6 µm. To experimentally validate the repetition frequency tunability, the optical out-
put was photodetected and the electrical spectrum was analyzed. Fig. 12b shows the sixth
harmonic component of the photodetected signal, corresponding to 8.387 GHz, when the
PZT actuator is not stretched and fully stretched. Due to the stretch effect of the actuator,
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the cavity length is increased and the fundamental repetition frequency is proportionally de-
creased. A maximum frequency shift of 3.2 MHz for the sixth harmonic component is ob-
tained; therefore a continuous fundamental frequency tuning range of 533 kHz is achieved
by mechanical stretching.

IV. Conclusion

Mode-locked fiber lasers are excellent candidates as pulsed optical sources in PADC.
Ultrashort optical pulses of hundreds of femtoseconds with repetition frequencies easily
scalable over the GHz range, presenting very low levels of amplitude and jitter noise, are
the key for exceedingly improve the ENOB in photonic sampling ADC in comparison
with state of the art electronic ADC. Moreover, fiber lasers offer a very compact and cost-
effective solution in contrast to free-space solid state counterparts.

Table I compiles key parameters from the presented mode-locked fiber lasers. Depend-
ing on the particular requirements, one option offers better performance than the others:
High tunability is accomplished by active mode-locking, exceptional amplitude and time
jitter is provided by solitonic passive mode-locked fiber lasers, and simple and compact
lasers can be obtained with the short cavity structure. These fiber laser approaches are only
a sample of the versatility that fiber lasers offer. An actively mode-locked implementation
allows the total control of repetition frequency and its stability through external reference
synthesizers. Ultrashort optical pulses are easily achieved with compact and low-cost pas-
sively mode-locked cavities. Even though the fundamental repetition frequencies of such
passive mode-locked solution are low, manifold frequency conversion techniques are avail-
able to further increase the free spectral range of the cavity. On the other hand, the use of
commercially available polarizing fiber as intracavity polarizing section has proven to pro-
vide dynamic control of the polarization extinction ratio as well as dispersion budget, and
different operation regimes for a single cavity structure have been demonstrated through
polarization state control. Lastly, short cavity fiber lasers, of several centimeters long, de-
liver optical pulses with a fundamental repetition frequency of GHz and fine tunability of
hundreds of kHz, representing a potentially very high compact source for space telecom-
munication applications.
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ABSTRACT

An intracavity polarizing fiber is proposed to control the emission regime of a passively mode-
locked fiber laser. Stable operation in self-starting high and low dispersion soliton mode-locking and
100 GHz multiwavelength regimes is demonstrated through numerical simulations and experimental
validation. Mode-locking stability is ensured by a saturable absorber in the ring cavity. Effective
selection of operation regime is dynamically carried out controlling the intracavity polarization
state.

Mode-locked fiber lasers have proven to be suitable sources of ultra-short optical pulses for
applications like ultra-high-bit-rate communications, ultrafast spectroscopy and biomedicine.
Fiber lasers fully exploit the advantages of optical fibers, such as compact waveguid-
ing, large gain, effective heat dissipation and low-cost components [1]. When implement-
ing passive mode-locking, pulse shaping is not further limited by the speed of external
electronic signal generators in comparison to active mode-locking, allowing stable sub-
picosecond pulses [2]. A well established technique for passively mode-locking is the use
of fast saturable absorbers (SA), allowing single-polarization self-started soliton mode-
locking [3,4]. On the other hand, Lyot filters based on the combination of in-line polar-
izers and birefringent fibers have been exploited for the generation of a multiwavelength
emission regime [5]. Recently, polarizing (PZ) fibers with very low losses and ready to
be spliced to standard fibers are commercially available, and they have been employed for
non-linear polarization rotation (NLPR) mode-locking in fiber lasers [6]. In this work we
demonstrate that introducing a PZ fiber in the cavity of a SA mode-locked laser, pulsed
soliton mode-locking with controllable cavity dispersion and multiwavelength emission
regimes can be obtained by controlling the state of polarization at the input and output of
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the PZ fiber. Simulation and experimental validation of the proposed structure demonstrates
the dynamic control of the three operating regimes. In comparison with other laser struc-
tures incorporating high-birefringent fibers and polarizers to implement intracavity Lyot
filters [5], our proposal performs the polarizing effect in a fiber, and does not require a
polarizer.

The cavity of the fiber laser is shown in Fig. 1. A saturable absorber performs the
mode-locking stabilization mechanism. The fiber laser, without the PZ fiber, operates in a
solitonic mode-locked regime. When inserting the PZ fiber in combination with two polar-
ization controllers, it is possible to control the polarization-dependent losses applied to the
optical pulse each roundtrip. Together with its inherent high birefringence, the PZ fiber can
partially implement an intracavity multiwavelength Lyot filter [7], with configurability via
the polarization controllers. The filtering effect of the PZ fiber results in a multiwavelength
emission, therefore the fiber laser can be dynamically adjusted to operate in a pulsed or
in a multiwavelength regime. Furthermore, this kind of single-polarization fibers exhibits
different chromatic dispersion in each principal axis known as birefringence dispersion [8].
The PZ fiber birefringence dispersion provides a tool to control the roundtrip accumulated
dispersion of the oscillating optical signal. Adjusting the cavity dispersion budget allows
the control of the solitonic mode-locking operation.

In order to numerically model the fiber laser emission performance, pulse propagation
is computed through the non-linear Schrödinger equation (NLSE). As polarization of the
optical pulse has to be taken into account, then the coupled NLS equations (CNLSE) will
be considered [9]. These are given by

DFB

WDMEr
3+

PC
1550 nm

90%

10%

Output

SA

PC Polarizing

fiber

973 nm

Figure 1: Scheme of the passively mode-locked fiber laser setup. DFB: Distributed feedback pump diode
laser; WDM: 980/1550 Wavelength Division Multiplexer; Er3+: erbium-doped fiber, PC: Polarization con-
troller; SA: Semiconductor saturable absorber.
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Equations (1) and (2) describe the propagation of the slow-varying envelopes Ax and
Ay for both linear polarizations. Birefringence of the optical fiber is denoted by the modal
birefringence ∆β0 = β0x − β0y, group birefringence β1i and dispersion birefringence β2i,
for i = x, y. Parameters αi and g denote the attenuation and gain of the optical fiber respec-
tively. The bandwidth of the gain medium is modeled by the gain dispersion Dg through
the relation Dg = d/Ω2

g, where Ωg is the half-width at half-maximum (HWHM) gain band-
width, assuming a parabolic approximation. Note the explicit polarization dependence of
optical losses αi and chromatic dispersion β2i, aimed to properly model the PZ fiber of the
cavity. Nonlinear terms are governed by the fiber nonlinear coefficient γ. In Eq. (1) and (2),
more complex nonlinear effects such as stimulated Raman scattering and self-steepening
are neglected. The CNLSE are solved using the split-step Fourier transform method.

The fiber ring cavity is composed of the following components: 3 m of erbium doped
fiber Fibercore DHB1500 (peak absorption of 15 dB/m at 1530 nm), pumped by a 400 mW
diode laser at 976 nm through a 980/1550 nm wavelength division multiplexer (WDM);
3 m of Verrillon highly birefringent polarizing fiber (birefringence ∆n = 10−3, 0.6 dB/m
extinction ratio); A Batop fiber pigtailed fast semiconductor saturable absorber (relaxation
time 2 ps, saturation energy 235 pJ, modulation depth 15%); An optical isolator to prevent
bidirectional lasing operation; Two polarization controllers (PC) asides the polarizing fiber;
A 90:10 output coupler; And finally ∼8 m of single-mode fiber (SMF), from all component
pigtails. The dispersion of SMF and Er doped-fiber were –20 and 15 ps2/km respectively,
and the estimated x and y polarization dispersions of the PZ fiber were 20 and 53 ps2/km.
A nonlinear coefficient of 1.5 mrad/(W·m) is assumed. The cross section of the PZ fiber is
shown in the inset of Fig. 1, where a highly elliptical cladding can be observed.

Optical pulses are propagated through fiber sections solving the CNLSE, and the PCs
and SA effects are applied discretely. Each PC is modeled by three waveplates (λ/4 - λ/2
- λ/4) through their Jones matrix. In each simulation, an initial 1ps Gaussian pulse is in-
jected, and the output is extracted after convergence (usually reached in ∼1000 roundtrips).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Optical output spectra of the three operation regimes of the laser. a) Calculated. b) Measured.

The PZ fiber is considered as a Lyot filter in which the polarizing axes is identical to the
birefringence axis, ideally leading to no spectral filtering. In contrast to a conventional Lyot
filter where an ideal polarizer is required, the PZ fiber shows an intended finite polarization
extinction rate. Then a PZ fiber section can be analyzed as a high-birefringence fiber and a
finite extinction ratio polarizer. If we include a polarization controller next to the PZ fiber,
a spectral filtering can be deduced from the x polarization components power transmission,
given by
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|Tx|2 = cos2(θ) + τ 2 sin2(θ) + τ sin(2θ) cos(∆φ), (3)

where ∆φ denotes the linear phase shift between two polarization components induced by
the fiber, θ is the rotation angle between components introduced by the polarization con-
troller and τ are the polarizing losses. The operating regimes of the laser depend on the
relative orientation of the state of polarization of the light with regard to the polarization
axis of the PZ fiber. The polarization state is adjusted by the polarization controllers. An
orientation resulting in a low wavelength filtering results in a non-effective suppression of
stimulation of the filtered wavelengths, hence the laser operates in a low dispersion soli-
tonic regime with a repetition rate corresponding to the original FSR of the ring cavity
(∼15 MHz) and with a pulsewidth of 25 ps estimated from oscilloscope trace (see Fig. 4).
Due to the unexpected high time-bandwidth product, multipulse bunching is likely to occur,
but the 7ps oscilloscope resolution was not sufficient to identify multipulse emission. Simu-
lations provide pulsewidths of 580 and 630 fs for the high and low dispersion soliton regime
respectively, and pulses energies of 100 pJ. Figure 2(a) and 2(b) shows the calculated and
measured optical output spectrum respectively, showing a bandwidth of 8.2 nm FWHM.
Depending on the effective amount of polarization dispersion induced in the PZ fiber by
the orientation of the PCs, a larger net anomalous dispersion can be obtained and the laser
works under a high dispersion soliton regime. The calculated average cavity dispersion for
the low and high dispersion regimes were - 3.71 and - 0.073 ps2/km respectively, and the
measured temporal pulsewidth in this regime is 0.6 ps (obtained from autocorrelation trace
of Fig. 4-down). The differences in the Kelly sidebands observed in the calculated and
simulated spectra in Fig. 2 are attributed to deviations in estimated cavity length and dis-
persion. When switching from high to low dispersion soliton regime, Kelly sidebands are
no longer visible, as their spectral positions shift away from central wavelength due to the
low net dispersion [10]. Due to the polarizing effect of the PZ fiber, pulse shaping through
NLPR can be expected, presenting a hybrid mode-locking mechanism [11] with adjustable
NLPR mechanism through polarization control. We could not mode-lock the laser with-
out the SA for the same pumping and polarizing conditions. From the literature, NLPR is
generally more unstable than SA mode-locking, and our laser shows good pulse stability,
so we believe SA is the predominant mode-locking mechanism. Figure 3 shows simulated
high dispersion solitonic pulse shaping for an initial 1 ps-width Gaussian pulse, reaching a
580 fs-width steady-state in 200 roundtrips.

The third operation regime is achieved when an orientation results in a high extinction
ratio wavelength filtering, yielding a multiwavelength emission with a FSR of 106 GHz.
The 106 GHz wavelength spacing is in accordance with the length and birefringence of the
PZ fiber following the relation

∆λ =
λ2

∆nLPZ

, (4)
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Figure 3: Calculated stable mode-locked pulse formation in the high dispersion solitonic regime. A Gaus-
sian pulse of 1 ps width is employed as initial wavefunction. Inset: pulse width and peak intensity evolution.

where ∆n and LPZ denote the modal birefringence and length of the PZ fiber respec-
tively. Figure 2(b) shows the experimental optical output spectra for the three operation
regimes. Each regime is achieved by fine adjustment of the polarization through the two
PCs. For the two mode-locked regimes, a stable pulsed output signal is obtained. In contrast
to CW multiwavelength lasers, in which NLPR can be exploited as gain equalization [5],
the multiwavelength regime constitutes a harmonic mode-locking of 106 GHz pulse repeti-
tion frequency. Unfortunately, no stable pulse emission was achieved from this regime. We
believe spectral filter finesse and pumping power are not high enough to reach stable har-
monic mode-locking. Figure 2(a) includes the three operation regimes simulated spectra.
Figure 4 shows the temporal wavefunctions for both pulsed regimes.

In conclusion, a fiber laser with dynamic control of its operation regime has been pro-
posed. High and low dispersion soliton mode-locking, in addition to 106 GHz multiwave-
length regimes are demostrated by a single cavity, and the dynamic selection of a particular
working regimes is performed via polarization control of the oscillating signal within the
cavity. The operation control is based on a section of polarizing fiber inserted in the ring
cavity, providing polarizing properties, in addition to a high modal, group and dispersion
birefringence. Effective regime control is demonstrated and evaluated experimentally and
computionally. Pulsewidths of 600 fs and wavelengths spacing of 106 GHz for multiwave-
length and solitonic operation respectively are obtained, finding potential application in
high-bit-rate communications.
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Low dispersion solit.

High dispersion solit.

Figure 4: Pulsed temporal wavefunction of the laser output in low dispersion soliton regime and in high
dispersion soliton regime with an oscilloscope resolution of 7 ps. Inset: Autocorrelation trace of the high
dispersion soliton regime pulses with a resolution of 10 fs.
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ABSTRACT

Single-wall carbon nanotube deposition on the cladding of optical fibers has been carried out to
fabricate an all-fiber nonlinear device. Two different nanotube deposition techniques were studied.
The first consisted of repeatedly immersing the optical fiber into a nanotube supension, increasing
the thickness of the coating in each step. The second deposition involved wrapping a thin film of
nanotubes around the optical fiber. For both cases, interaction of transmitted light through the fiber
core with the external coating was assisted by the cladding mode resonances of a tilted fiber Bragg
grating. Ultrafast nonlinear effects of the nanotube-coated fiber were measured by means of a pump-
probe pulses experiment.

Single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) have found innovative applications in the optical
field due to their nonlinear properties in the near IR. Depending on the chirality of SWNTs,
they can be either metallic or semiconducting, the latter being the desired behavior for non-
linear optical performance. Many optical applications could benefit from using SWNTs as
nonlinear materials, such as noise suppression, wavelength conversion and passive mode-
locking [1-3]. A challenge when designing SWNT-based devices is incorporating the nan-
otubes in such a way as to enhance their interaction with light. One common method in-
volves dispersing SWNTs in a solvent and spraying onto substrates in order to produce a
nanotube film in the middle of a light beam [3]. Some inherent drawbacks in these configu-
rations are the need for alignment and focusing stages, low SWNT burn thresholds and low
nonlinear interaction length. Solutions that overcome these challenges are based on SWNT
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Figure 1: (a) Measured linear transmission response of a 4 degree tilted fiber Bragg grating. (b) Nanotube-
coated TFBG structure. Light for which the wavelength matches a cladding mode resonance couples to a
cladding mode, interacting with the outer SWNT layer.

deposition onto optical fibers. Tapered, D-shaped and hollow optical fibers have been pro-
posed to take advantage of the evanescent field interaction with SWNTs, distributing that
interaction along the fiber length [4-6]. Nevertheless, manufacturing and handling these
kinds of fibers is quite complex and delicate. In this work we propose for the first time
SWNT deposition on standard optical fiber cladding for nonlinear applications. Interaction
of light propagating through the fiber core with the outer SWNT coating is achieved via
cladding mode resonances in a tilted fiber Bragg grating (TFBG). Two nanotube deposition
methods have been carried out: dip-coating of the optical fiber in a SWNT suspension and
wrapping of a SWNT film around the optical fiber.

A TFBG is a kind of grating in which the index modulation planes are not orthogonal
to the fiber axis, but form a particular tilt angle. This inclination enhances the coupling of
light from core mode to counter-propagating cladding mode resonances. Consequently, the
grating transmission response is a multi-notch response consisting of numerous cladding
mode resonances in addition to the core mode resonance (see Fig. 1(a)). The transverse
mode profile of cladding modes spreads to the cladding of the fiber and interacts with the
outer medium interface. Therefore cladding mode resonance frequencies depend on the
refractive index of the outer medium in addition to other parameters. This feature can be
exploited for refractive sensing applications [7]. In our device, the external coating is a
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Figure 2: Cladding mode resonance monitored for one to ten dip-coating cycles. All responses are wave-
length and amplitude equalized with regard to the Bragg resonance.

layer of SWNTs, and interaction with light is allowed through cladding mode resonances.
As SWNTs are a nonlinear material for optical wavelengths, the outer refractive index
depends on the light intensity and an intensity-dependent TFBG transmission response is
obtained. Fig. 1(b) depicts the SWNT-coated optical fiber structure.

Deposition of the SWNT coating was done either by dip-coating in a suspension of
SWNTs in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) (dip-coated), or by collecting sections of a
freely floating SWNT film around the optical fiber cladding (film-wrapped). Both ap-
proaches used high purity SWNTs (∼ 1.3 nm in diameter and > 1 µm in length) produced
by a laser-oven method [8], and deposited onto single mode fibers with a TFBG written in
them. Both gratings had a length of 20 mm, a tilt angle of 4 degrees and a center wavelength
of 1552 nm. They were fabricated using a phase mask and a 248 nm pulsed irradiation from
a KrF excimer laser. An example of TFBG transmittance in this study, measured when in-
jecting light from a 1550 nm centered broadband source into an uncoated fiber, is shown in
Fig. 1(a).

For dip-coating, ∼10 mg SWNTs were first functionalized by bath sonication (2 hr) in
70% nitric acid. These SWNTs were recovered by filtration, rinsed with nanopure water (>
18 MΩ cm) and by sonication (2 hr) in nanopure water, and then re-dispersed by sonication
in 10 mL DMF. After the acid-treatment the SWNTs disperse readily in DMF producing
a black suspension. The optical fibers were then coated by dipping the section containing
the TFBG, sequentially, in a 0.1 wt% aqueous solution of 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane
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(APTES), followed by the SWNT/DMF suspension, and finally in pure water. APTES has
been used in the preparation of CNT networks on glass, silicon, and PET. In that approach
submerging the substrate in an ATPES solution results in formation of an amino-terminated,
silanized surface. This surface is positively charged and the COOH-functionalized SWNTs
adsorb readily. The last step of water immersion was intended to homogenize the SWNT
distribution and provide a well-known external medium when measuring TFBG transmis-
sion spectra. Repeated dipping cycles were used to increase the amount of SWNT coating
and the deposition was monitored by measuring the transmission spectrum of the grat-
ing after each of ten dipping cycles. Cladding mode resonances are related to the outer
medium properties, therefore the amount of deposited SWNTs will be reflected in these
resonances. Fig. 2 shows, in detail, one high order cladding mode centered at 1523.6 nm
for each dipping step. To quantitatively compare resonance wavelength shifts and depth
changes, all spectra have been normalized in amplitude and wavelength to the Bragg mode
resonance (which is inherently immune to coating and external media changes). A clear
shift (∼ 67 pm) of the cladding mode resonance towards higher wavelength is observed.
Monitoring this relative shift of cladding mode resonance wavelength provides a direct in-
dicator of SWNT coating thickness for consecutive dip-coating cycles. The amplitude of
the resonance depends on many factors but mostly on the overlap between the core mode,
cladding mode and index modulation. When the first carbon nanotubes are deposited, the
cladding mode field amplitude is more strongly perturbed because of the new boundary
condition. This justifies the amplitude increase observed between the initial state and step
1 in Fig. 2, whereas subsequent dipping steps decrease the depth.

For the film-wrapped TFBG, a floating SWNT film was first prepared as previously
described [9]. In this case SWNTs (4 mg/L) were dispersed in a 2 wt% aqueous sodium
cholate solution, followed by production of a thin film by vacuum filtration of ∼ 10 mL
through a cellulose acetate filter membrane (47 mm diameter, 0.22 µm pore size), and then
detachment of the film by submersion in water. Part of the floating film was collected by
slowly lifting and rotating the optical fiber as it was pulled through the film in order to
obtain a SWNT coating over the TFBG. The film tears as it is lifted away from the water
surface but the method still allows for efficient collection of a much thicker coating, which
is visibly dark grey. Due to the manual procedure of this method, the dip-coating approach
is expected to provide better reproducibility.

Both SWNT coatings were examined by SEM imaging and Raman spectroscopy, and
the results are shown in Fig. 3, proving the presence of nanotubes on the fiber surface. From
SEM images and variation of the intensity of the Raman spectra from location-to-location,
we can deduce that dip-coating provides a thinner and more homogeneous layer of SWNTs
on the fiber. In contrast the wrapping technique produces a much thicker coating, but with
less control of the uniformity of the wrapping.

An experiment is performed to demonstrate the interaction of light with the SWNT coat-
ing via TFBG cladding mode resonances. Nonlinear effects were measured with a pump-
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Figure 3: SEM images of deposited nanotubes on the optical fiber cladding for (a) dip-coating and (b)
wrapping techniques. In (b) the edge of a cleaved fiber is depicted. Raman spectroscopy for (c) dip-coating
and (d) wrapping techniques, where the background slope, due to the relatively small number of SWNTs in
the sampling volume that is achieved with the sparse coating method.

probe phase-sensitive set-up described elsewhere [10]. In this technique, a 1ps laser pulse
is divided into three pulses, one of them intense (pump) and two identical weak ones (a
reference and a probe). All three pulses are combined by setting the pump very close in
time to the probe, making this delay variable with a delay line. The amplitude and phase
of the probe with respect to the reference pulse is measured with a heterodyne technique
and monitored as a function of the delay of the pump. The pulsed light injected into the
TFBG had −3.5 dBm and 1535 nm of average power and wavelength respectively, pro-
viding 22.5 W of peak power in the fiber. The 1 ps duration determines the measurement
resolution. The optical fiber coated by the wrapping method was measured since it pro-
vides a thicker coating compared to dip-coating and, therefore, larger nonlinear effects are
expected. Fig. 4 shows the nonlinear responses of the SWNT film-wrapped TFBG, a regu-
lar TFBG without coating, and standard fiber. These results demonstrate that interaction of
the pump with the nonlinear cladding, as mediated by the TFBG, is sufficient to modulate
the amplitude of the probe by more than 6% (12% in intensity) on a picosecond time scale.
The phase response remains constant, since it is mainly due to Kerr effect from the fiber
silica. Therefore, linear and non-linear transmission responses of the tilted grating induce
no noticeable effect in the phase of the transmitted pulse. We also have checked that the
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Figure 4: Nonlinear amplitude and phase responses of the SWNT-coated TFBG, of an un-coated regular 4
deg TFBG and of a standard fiber.

magnitude of the amplitude effect depends on the relative spectra of the TFBG and of the
probe light, indicating possible optimization strategies.

In conclusion, SWNT-coated single mode optical fibers have been proposed using, for
the first time, a standard optical fiber with a TFBG for nonlinear applications. Two simple
techniques for nanotube deposition on the cladding surface have been carried out. The use
of tilted fiber Bragg grating assisted the interaction of transmitted light with the SWNT-
coating. Measurement of cladding mode resonances allowed us to monitor the progressive
deposition of nanotubes on the cladding for a dip-coating method. The wrapping method
provided a simple and innovative way to deposit thick SWNT layers on optical fibers. Pi-
cosecond nonlinear effects were measured by means of pump-probe measurements, show-
ing an effective intensity modulation via TFBG cladding mode coupling.
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Chapter 4

General discussion

Previous chapters have compiled the main publications derived from the realization
of this thesis. Chapter 2 focused on continuous wave dual-wavelength fiber lasers and
their applications in microwave signal generation, and Chapter 3 dealt with pulsed
mode-locked fiber lasers. This chapter provides a general discussion about the ob-
tained results.

For microwave signal generation applications, the performed work was oriented
towards the design of an innovative tunable dual-wavelength DFB fiber laser. The
basic principle is the induction of two controllable local phase shifts in a FBG written
in an erbium-doped optical fiber. DC-controlled piezoelectric actuators were used to
stretch short fiber sections, and they allowed tunability of the wavelength difference
between the two single longitudinal emitted modes. In this way, when photodetect-
ing the laser output, a photogenerated signal with a frequency equal to the modes
frequency difference is obtained.

For the experimental validation, a 15 cm long FBG was written in an erbium-doped
optical fiber. The stopband spectral width was 60 pm. On the one hand, such spectral
width sets the maximum frequency difference between modes, i. e., the maximum
photogenerated frequency. On the other hand, the minimum frequency is set by the
spatial separation of the phase shifts as determined by equation (2.5) on page 26.
Stable dual-wavelength lasing is achieved in an optical tuning range of 1-54 pm,
which is equivalent to a 0.128-7 GHz photodetected frequency range. One important
property resulting from the piezoelectric actuators is the continuous characteristic of
the tuning range, in contrast to other discrete proposals [1, 2].

Our dual-wavelength fiber laser frequency range is linked to the grating spectral
response. Extension of the frequency range comprises the design of wider stopband
gratings. In our case, shortening the grating would increase the stopband bandwidth.
Nonetheless, we do not consider this solution as a worthy option to extent the tuning
range: a shorter grating in a DFB fiber laser enlarges the passive transmission peak
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that appears in the stopband, which derives in an enhancement of emitted linewidth.
Common to every laser configuration, the fundamental Schawlow and Townes limit for
the linewidth of a laser sets an inverse relation between linewidth and cavity length [3].
In addition, a shorter grating means a shorter length of doped-fiber, reducing the
available gain to reach lasing condition.

To further extent the operation frequency range, the second publication of Chap-
ter 2 proposes a cascaded DFB fiber laser. Piezoelectric transducers are exploited even
more than the previous structure, establishing two completely different DFB cavities
in the same grating. With the cascaded DFB laser, the mode frequencies can separate
up to 724 pm. Continuous photogenerated signal frequencies from 0.72 to 92 GHz are
obtained, enhancing the tuning range of the previous fiber laser one order of magni-
tude. While a large piezoelectric actuator (with 5x5x36 mm dimensions) is in charge
of stretching one half of the grating and implements a coarse tunability, two small
actuators (2x2x2 mm) induce the local phase shifts and provide a fine tuning control.
Both fiber lasers presented in Chapter 2 constitute highly compact optical sources,
as the cavity comprises 15 cm of erbium-doped optical fiber, and the dimensions of
the actuators attached to the fiber are considerably small.

Another aspect to be discussed is the phase noise of the photogenerated microwave
signals. In high-frequency signal generation based on two-color photomixing, the phase
noise of the electrical signal is closely related to the phase noise of optical modes and
their mutual coherence. Two free-running lasers will suffer from independent noise
sources, and they will produce a poor photomixed signal in terms of phase noise.
Multiple techniques have been adopted to correlate both optical modes, such as the
use of injection-locked lasers [4] or filtering of mode-locked lasers [5, 6]. Our dual-
wavelength DFB fiber laser generates two longitudinal modes in one cavity, in a similar
way to longitudinal modes generated in one cavity for a mode-locked laser. Then, a
high coherence degree between both modes is present. From the second approach
developed in this thesis, a lower coherence degree is expected, as the laser consists of
two DFB cavities. Even though, they share the same grating and fiber, so oscillating
modes will experience similar phase and amplitude drifts. A future work extension of
this thesis is phase noise characterization of the photogenerated signal for both fiber
laser designs, and for two different single-mode DFB fiber lasers to have a common
reference to compare with.

Also, some instability due to polarization mode competition has been observed in
the fiber laser performance. In the photogenerated microwave signal the polarization
mode competition is identified as spurious signals at 135 MHz from the nominal
electrical tone (see figure 5 on page 41 and figure 3 (b) on page 49). Some steps to
be taken in order to alleviate polarization instability are the use of erbium-doped
highly-birefringent fibers with selective pressure points to promote oscillation of one
single polarization, or implementing a cavity in an erbium-doped polarizing fiber.

Chapter 3 presented the work carried out regarding pulsed mode-locked fiber
lasers. Design, simulation, building and characterization of different active and passive
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mode-locked fiber lasers for photonic-assisted analog to digital conversion applications
were realized. Main target specifications for PADC applications were a pulse repetition
frequency of 1.3 GHz, time jitter below 100 fs and sub-picosecond pulse temporal
width.

In this study, active mode-locking was implemented by an optical Mach-Zehnder
modulator inserted in a ring fiber cavity. The high bandwidth of the modulator al-
lowed a wide tunability of the pulse repetition frequency up to 50 GHz. Stable mode-
locked operation was demonstrated, showing sub-Hz linewidth photodetected signals
with signal to noise ratios up to 80 dBs. Experimental results were completed with
numerical calculations, and effective pulse formation from white noise due to cavity
loss modulation was simulated. On the other hand, Mach-Zehnder modulators have
high insertion losses (typically over 6 dB) and need for polarization control at their
input, so cavity losses get increased. In addition, active mode-locking is accompanied
by electronics to feed the electro-optic modulator, like RF cabling and high frequency
synthesizers, raising the cost and complexity of the whole optical source.

In the case of passive mode-locking, a semiconductor saturable absorber was em-
ployed. The first passive mode-locked set-up was a ring cavity with a fundamental
repetition frequency of 27 MHz. Self-starting mode-locking is easily reached with the
SA action, and pulses with 500 fs width and time jitters below 180 fs are obtained
under solitonic operation. A couple of techniques to increase the pulse repetition fre-
quency were studied: exploitation of Vernier effect and fiber ring intracavity filtering.
Even though these techniques achieve effective repetition frequency multiplication to
get the reference 1.3 GHz, both of them failed to provide a good suppression of spu-
rious harmonics. In comparison with active mode-locking, the passive mode-locking
set-up constitutes a simpler and lighter optical pulsed source. Reduction of the source
complexity is further explored by designing a short linear cavity. In this source, a 7 cm
cavity length directly provides a fundamental repetition frequency of 1.4 GHz. The
use of an end-facet deposited dichroic mirror and a butt-coupled SESAM makes this
cavity extremely compact. Mode-locking operation is evaluated numerically and ex-
perimentally. Moreover, a piezoelectric actuator attached to the cavity was able to
stretch the cavity, thus performing pulse repetition frequency continuous tunability
of 500 kHz. This figure can seem quite modest, but for sub-sampling downconver-
sion PADC configurations, it is practical enough to effectively prevent overlapping of
aliased RF components [7].

Intracavity polarizing fibers in passive mode-locked fiber lasers have been studied
in Chapter 3. The cladding of the polarizing fiber employed has a highly elliptical
design, allowing waveguiding of only one polarization in a wide wavelength range.
This fiber not only introduces polarization-dependent losses into the cavity, but also
modal birefringence and birefringence dispersion [8]. Depending on the polarization,
the propagating optical pulse through the PZ fiber experiments different losses and
chromatic dispersion. By means of two polarization controllers asides the PZ fiber sec-
tion, it was possible to control the operation regime of a passive mode-locked ring fiber
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laser. Three regimes were observed; high dispersion and low dispersion solitonic pulsed
regimes, and 106 GHz multiwavelength emission regime. Pulse width of 600 fs was
achieved for the high dispersion solitonic emission, while apparent multipulse bunch-
ing effect was present in the low dispersion solitonic operation. The multiwavelength
operation originates from spectral filtering due to the polarizing and birefringence
effect of the PZ fiber, and experimental spectra are in accordance with numerical
calculations performed from coupled nonlinear Schrödinger equation solution. Even
though the laser was unable to emit stable pulsed emission in this multiwavelength
regime, we believe this regime is a harmonic mode-locking mechanism. Therefore, this
scheme must be further studied to reach stable harmonic mode-locked regimes with
repetition frequencies over 100 GHz.

Finally, this thesis includes a study of a carbon nanotube-based fiber device to
demonstrate versatile nonlinear interaction of light propagating through optical fiber
and nanotubes deposited on the fiber cladding surface. The approach makes use of
a tilted fiber Bragg grating, which is able to couple light to the fiber cladding. As a
conventional fiber Bragg grating, the coupling phenomenon is resonant, so only some
frequencies will be coupled from the co-propagating core mode to counter-propagating
cladding modes. In the present work, a TFBG was written in an optical fiber, and
carbon nanotubes were subsequently deposited on the fiber cladding. Deposition of
carbon nanotubes on optical fibers were carried out using two different methods:
dip-coating and film wrapping. The fist deposition technique exploited the spectral
response of tilted gratings to monitor the layer growth, since cladding mode resonances
are sensitive to outer medium [9]. Alternatively, film wrapping provided a simpler
way to deposit CNTs in optical fibers, and produced thicker layers of CNTs, but with
lower homogeneity. The resulting CNT-coated optical fibers were checked by scanning
electron microscopy and Raman spectroscopy.

Ultrafast nonlinearity of CNTs was measured via a pump probe set-up. The exper-
iment allowed us to measure the temporal nonlinear response of the nonlinear tilted
grating. Figure 4 on page 116 shows a 12% intensity modulation, and no phase re-
sponse. However, the combination of a tilted grating with a nonlinear external medium
(the nanotube layer) does not provide the characteristic broad spectral response of
single walled carbon nanotubes. Instead, the spectral transmittance is basically the
multinotch response imposed by the tilted grating. Excited nonlinear effects in the
external medium result in frequency shifts of the cladding mode resonances. Instan-
taneous cladding mode shifts do not necessarily mean a nonlinear absorbance of the
propagating pulse, but an instantaneous change in the multinocth spectral filtering.
This effect is not straightforward, and multiple parameters such as polarization of
pump and probe pulses as well as spectral TFBG response considerably affect the
final nonlinear response. Four-wave mixing has recently been demonstrated for this
kind of nanotube-coated TFBG device [10].
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

A comprehensive study of optical fiber lasers for microwave photonics applications has
been presented in this thesis. The consolidated technology of optical fibers offers an
extensive portfolio of optical fiber laser systems. In particular, erbium-doped optical
fibers have been exploited in this thesis to design all the optical sources emitting in
the third optical communication window of 1.5 µm. The commercial availability of
telecom fiber devices such as modulators, couplers and isolators makes fiber lasers
reliable and compact optical sources.

The content of this thesis focuses on continuous wave dual-wavelength fiber lasers
for microwave signal generation and mode-locked fiber lasers for photonic analog
to digital conversion. For the first part, dual-wavelength fiber lasers have been ap-
proached employing distributed feedback structures. Based on fiber Bragg gratings,
DFB lasers represent low cost and highly compact optical sources. An innovative
application of piezoelectric transducers is proposed to achieve dynamic tunability of
the spectral separation between the two emitting modes. The designed fiber laser
provides a continuous tuning range of the photogenerated frequency from 0.128 to
7 GHz. A cascaded DFB cavities design extended the tuning range to 0.72-92 GHz.
The obtained results highlight the potential application of piezoelectric actuators in
fiber based devices. The cascaded DFB design can be further extended to higher tun-
ing ranges by specialty fibers with higher elasticity, or the direct inscription of two
cascaded fiber gratings with different grating periods, easily reaching THz-generation
applications.

Mode-locked fiber lasers have been addressed in the second part of the thesis. Dif-
ferent fiber laser structures were designed, simulated, fabricated and characterized to
comply with photonic-assisted analog to digital conversion specifications. Active and
passive mode-locking operations are explored. The thesis proposes an intracavity po-
larizing fiber based mode-locked laser. Through polarization state control, this laser is
able to switch among three different operation regimes (two solitonic pulsed regimes
and one multiwavelength regime). Polarizing fibers offer potential management of
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dispersion and polarizing ratio of an optical all-fiber cavity. Further experimentation
with different gain budgets will allow us to obtain stable pulsed emission in the har-
monic mode-locked regime with repetition rates over 100 GHz. Moreover, polarizing
photonic crystal fibers can be proposed to customize desired chromatic dispersion
profiles at the same time they polarize light, assisting in a wider range of dispersion
controlled operation regimes.

The final part of this thesis deals with the design of a fiber-based device incor-
porating carbon nanotubes to induce ultrafast nonlinear effects. Carbon nanotubes
have found direct application as passive mode-lockers in the recent years. In this work,
tilted fiber Bragg gratings have been proposed to assist the interaction of propagating
light through the core to the nonlinear nanotube external layer. The inscription of
Bragg gratings in standard photosensitive optical fibers avoids the use of special and
delicate fibers like D-shaped or tapered fibers in order to integrate carbon nanotubes.
Two different processes of carbon nanotube coating were studied, and ultrafast non-
linear effects were experimentally demonstrated through a 1ps resolution pump-probe
set-up. The multi-resonant response of a tilted response does not completely exploit
the wide flat bandwidth of optical saturable absorption that single walled carbon
nanotubes offer, and further structures of optical fibers integrating carbon nanotubes
will be analyzed.
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